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Course Credit Hours Up For Review By Chairmen
By MARIO GARCL\.
Editor

courses offered at the University and their hour-value in
relation to the amount of work required in each.
How does a possible change in t he hour value of
courses affect students?
In the case that changes ar~ made to have all fivehour courses, sti:dents will have the advantage of taking
t hree courses _for a load of 15 hours, thus having fewer
areas of study and more time for concentration on each.
"BUT THIS presents a disadvantage," Frank Spain,
assistant dean of academic affairs, said. "If the student
flunks a five-hour course while taking three, he has failed
one third of his work."
'
Dean said that the University's position is not that all
courses should be made five hoflrs for all disciplines.
"Larger hour-value courses are desirable for some
disciplines and not others," he said.
"There is quite a sentiment among the deans that
tl1ere is more flexibility when there are courses with
value oth~r than five hours," Dean said.
For example, a student wanting to enroll for four
courses would end up with 20 credit hours, a heavy load
for which special permission is required.

If a recent meeting of the Academic Deans is any indication, students may be getting more credit hours to
match the amount of work done in each course.
A study of the hour value of all courses now offered
by each discipline has been ordered by the deans and an
entire quarter given to chairmen of all departments to
evaluate courses and decide on necessary changes. In the
event that changes are desirable, each discipline will
show the current distribution of courses by hour value
and the proposed new distribution.
"If in their study they come to the conclusion that a
change must be made, then the members of the curriculum committee must either change the hour value of the
course or its content," Harris W. Dean, vice president of
academic affairs, said.
DEAN INDICATED that his committee decided to analyze the hour-value course situation and take a serious
look at it following the efforts of Sen. Steve Anderson whopresented to the Academic Deans a thorough study of the

DEAN HARRIS DEAN

Current figures from the Registrar's office show that
the larger number of enrollments are at 16 credit hours
per quarter, followed by 15-17 and 14-hour loads.
A full five-hour course schedule, Dean Dean agrees,
would keep the student from having a more flexible
schedule.
·
The study ordered by the Academic Deans requires
all disciplines to present the changes, if any, made in the
courses since the Quarter conversion. In addition, the
reason fo r the assigned number of hours, in term of the
amount of work required, is also to be presented.
What the deans are trying to a ccomplish is a proposed hour value change reflecting the amount of work
required in the course.
Also requested by the Academic Deans are listings of
students representing the majors included in every discipline to facilitate study of the full curricula in each area
and how it is affected by the course hour-value change.
The changes in course hour-value are due with the
Academic Deans at the beginning of Quarter III. It is
likely that the changes, when approved, will go into effect
in Quarter I of the next academic year.

SEN. STEVE ANDERSON
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ALL A MISTAKE

of the new College of Medicine facilities.
Dr. Alfred H. Lawton, dean
of. the medical school, said
that Public Health Service officials at a conference with
USF officials in Washington in
December made several helpful suggestiO!'JS for strengthen-,.
ing the USF request for
matching federal funds.

,150 Students Got
1-A Yule,. Presents
.BY CONNIE HAIGLEY
Managing Editor
One hundred and fifty USF
male students found out what
Christmas present could be
worse that sticks and stones.
- They received 1-A classifications from their draft boards
over the holidays.
But the notifications were
sent by mistake a nd all of the
students' worries have been alleviated.

K,
~

THE MIX-UP and subsequent panic came when the
admissions office failed to add
information to the computer
concerning new transfer students which made it appear
that they had never enrolled
at USF. The mistake was
tracked down and the reason
for the error discovered Monday morning.
James E . Lucas , Registrar,

said the one thing students
shouldn't do when they get a
1-A is to panic. The first thing
they should do is to ' check
with the school. The student
ha s 10 days to appeal the induction and in that time, the
school will simply, notify the
local board that the student is
full time and should not be
drafted. Also, the student cannot be drafted, if he a ppeals,
until the appeals board meets.
Most boards only meet once
every two or three months.

lfANY TIMES a student
_who _i~ eligible to be drafted is
giveri a lSC classification
which permits him to finish
the academic year in which
he is currently enrolled. , For
many this may mea n graduation or a chance to get back
in pha se.
USF has its own form which
is sent to the local boards.

"We will incorporate these
PHS suggestions a nd r esub~t
our application as soon a s
possible," Dean Lawton said:,

Many of the local boards have
fo1md this form to be better
than their own. Once these
forms were retyped and sent
out the local draft boards
began sending out 2S classifications for the moaning,
1-A's.

,

LUCAS REMINDED all the
students who received the erroneous classifications that if
they haven't regained their 2S
by the end of January to
m ake sure and check again.
At USF male students are
classified . when they register
a nd at the end , of evei:y .academic year only. ·
Lucas said the reason the
student's r ecords were not
sent was because the office
was envolved in extending the
deadline for applications at
the St. Petersburg cam pus and
very ~usy and overlooked the
files.

Visiting Scholar
Lectures Start

Registration

21 Honduras Educators
Here For Year's Study

By POLLY WEAVER

mABHASSAN
•.. visiting scholar

***
10-Minute
Gap Concerns
lhab Hassan

I

I

"I am interes ted in the literature of the last five minutes and the next five minutes," said Ihab Hassan, first
visiting professor of the quart er. He will speak tonight a t 8
in: Physics .
This · attitude characterizes
Hassan in most a reas. He
views his role as a visiting
scholar as a way to s tart discussion and controversy, yet
in a serious and r esponsible
manner. He feels freer to do
this without the r esponsibility
of a position.
He is interested in the
"tra nsformation of consciousness without drugs." He believes this to be a m ajor
cause of current student troubles. He thinks that the " probems of violence have to be
solved at their roots, "not
necessarily with law and
ord·er ."
Hassan hails from Cairo,
but was educated at the University of P ennsylvania where
he became interested in
American literature. He adm ires the s trong individualism, experimental forms a nd
techniques. He has t w o
Guggenheims and has spent
most of his academ ic career
a t Wesleyan University in
Connecticut, where he has
been a full professor since
1962.

. . . Groovy As ·Ever

way scholar. from Pennsylva nia
Sta,te. He will be here
Editorial Chief
F eb. 9-15. Theodore Hornberger is a professor at the UniIhab Hassan from Wesleyversity
of Pennsylva nia and
a n University will begin the
second quarter of the Visiting a n American Literature schol' Scholars Series here with a a r. He will be here March 9-5.
D. Lincoln Canfield from
lecture tonight at 8. The series
the University of Rochester
also brings a scholar in r esiwill be here Jan. 27. He is a
dence to USF this quarter.
pioneer
in Spa nish literature
"The Literature of Science:
Prophesy and Metaphor" will of Mexico and America.
E. John Koolman, associate
be Hassan's topic in Physics.
professor
of journalism and
Robert E. Spiller, scholar in
residence, is teaching an E ng- marketing at the University
lish graduate seminar titled · of Iowa will be her e Feb. 19·
"The Second Am er ican Ren- 21. He will speak on "General
aissance." He is available for Semantics" at a public lecconsultation and discussion ture a nd will visit journalism
with any students during his and m ass media elasses.
office hours a nd will visit
classes in American Literature during the quarter.
In a ddition, four more visiting professors are scheduled
for Quart~r II in E nglis h, one
from Foreign 'Languages and
one from the Journalism ProBy MARIO GARCIA
gr am.

Twenty-one educational leaders from Honduras a rr~ved
in Tamp a Saturday for
approximately a year's study
at USF.
The educators will train
under a continuing project designed to upgrade the Central
American country's school
system. The four-year program is t he result of a contract between the Florida
Boar d of Regents a nd the
Government of Honduras a nd
is administere~ by USF with
assistance from the University of Flor ida and Florida
State Univer sity.

Several r e c e n t developments since the initial USF
a pplication greatly strengthen
USF's chances of gaining federal government approval for
the grant, Lawton said.
"Among these are the farsighted purchase by three
Tampa banks of the $3-million
in State of Florida -bonds,
which assures that State
matching funds ar e now avail-~a@ei for the first phas e of the
medical school construction.
"Since our initial application, we have completed affiliation agreements with six
hospitals to join in the teaching programs of the USF College of Medicine. These
agreements have been completed with the · Hillsborough
.County Hospital and Welfare
Board for Tampa General and
Hillsborough County Hospitals
and with Orange Memorial
Hospital, Orlando ; Polk General Hospital, Bartow; Manatee Memorial Hospital, Bradenton; and St. Joseph's Hospital, Tampa. Agreements are
also being actively negotiated
with other hospitals.

"Also since our initial appliDr. E. Christian Anderson,
associate professor of educa- cation for the grant, we have
tion and director of the proj- been fortuna te in ,having Dr.
ect, said the educators will Richard B. Smith join our
take administra tive courses at staff as Associate Dean, and
USF and visit s c h o o 1 s Dr. Richard G. Connar has
throughout the Tampa Bay been named to head the College's division of surgery.
area.
The project is financed by a
"The · beginning of construc$7-million loan to Hondura s tion on the multi-Illillionthrough the Agency for Inter- dollar Tampa Veterans Adnational Development of the m inistrat'ion Hospital and the
U.S. State Department. Be- acceptance of the master plan
sides providing education for for the State Mental Health
Honduran teachers,· the proj- Center, both adjacent to the
ect also will design a nd build medical school, are further
secondary schools in Hondu- ' factors strengthening our reras.
quest for the federa l grant ,"

1980: Campus On · The Moon?
ADVISING will have to be
done utiiizing computers, too.,
There will be "statistical" reports correlating the a ccura cy
of computer-advised students
and those advised through the
"old method" which involved
a human adviser. The figures
will report that computers
make fewer mistakes when
assigning courses to students
than did the human advisors.
The University will have to
be machine-controlled to cater
the 38,000 ·minds who will
come to USF to accentuate
the a ccent on learning.
Our library will probably
have one floor left, if it continues sinking at its present
speed. But there will be a new
library where the student will
push buttons to go in, to sit
down, to get up, to get a drink
of ,vater and even to open a
copy of Newsweek m agazine.
THE SUl\L'1ER quarter will
be officially ca nceled, since
m ost students will have s umm er jobs on the moon. It is

Editor

l\lOST OF THE scholars
Do you start every day \\>ith
will r einain at the University
for seven to ten da ys. They the infuriating feeling caused
will have at least one public by the lack of parking spaces,
lecture and will lecture to reg- or were you almost m utilated
ularly scheduled classes in by a human mass in the extheir areas of interest . They tremely narrow walking areas
of the bookstore last week?
w ill a lso meet with students
These problems are not as
a nd faculty on a more informal basis at club meetings pertinent now as they will· be
in 1980 - only 10 years from
and in small groups.
The professors were select- now - when, according to the
ed by the various faculty Board of Regents, USF will
enroll 38,000 students, exactly
members.
Hugh Holman, dean of the tl1e same number of students
gr aduate school at the Univer- predicted for the University of
sity of North Carolina at . F lorida.
Chances are none of us at
Chapel Hiil, will be here Jan.
19: He is a schola r in Amer:i- USF today will have to go
can Literature a nd has pub- through registra tion in 1980.
lished works on Thomas Wolfe But it is difficult not to imagine how the typical registraa nd the America n novel.
tion will be with lines beginLIONEL STEVE~SON, to ning in the golf course and
be here Jan. 26, specializes in ending in a special a utomated
Victorian Literatur e and the building where computers will
history of the novel especially shake hands with the exhaustthe British novel He is a pro- ed students.
fessor a t Duke Univeristy.
P hilip Young is a Heming- ~✓-~--.Y·"
.."' :
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probable also that the Board
of Regents will approve a
Moon Campus to facilitate
study of the new planet. The
Planetarium will close for
la ck of further "discoveries."
The 38,000 students who will
crowd USF will come from all
parts of the country and foreign countries and maybe
some from the moon.
Morrisons w i 11 continue
serving the same old menu
but the dining rooms will also
be a utomated. A computer
will check the foods on the
student's tray to determine
that lio extra salads or desserts have been taken from
the a lso automated and revolving food line.
BIGNESS WILL bring a lot
of enthusiasm to this otherwise socially intolerable campus. Most of the 38,000 students will be involved in a
strong campaign to convince
the president of the university
tha t USF needs a football
team .

Classes will be held in larger rooms and even larger
buildings. There will have to
be a t least three more F ontanas and Desotos to accommoda te t he incr easing amount of
students.
For their graduation, members of the class of 1980 will
deposit a $5 bill into a huge
machine that, in turn, will
produce a ,paper cap and
gown.
A QUICK PUSH of a small
button in another computer
will produce the desired degree.
These predictions m a y
sound ridiculous today, but
they m ay very well be true at
the real USF of the 1980's.
Meanwhile all of us will
continue griping about the
"crowded" parking lots, the
even m ore congested bookstor e a nd the long walks from
one building to t he other .
Something would certainly be
missing from USF if we didn't
complain as we do.

Lawton said.
The USF College of Medicine and an associated Col-

lege of Nursing are scheduled
to receive fi rst students in the
fall of 1971.

Prof Evaluation
Lacked Interest
A lack of participation by
faculty members and test administration problems have
dampened the spirits of those
who thought USF was ready
for faculty evaluation.
Chuck Tonkin, Student Government (SG) Secretary of
Academic Affairs, has called
the first evaluation frustrating; but nevertheless, a "successful trial period.''
Tonkin plans a school-wide
evaluation · for Quarter III,
with results ready and published by the fall of 1969.
The first evaluation included only the Liberal Arts faculty. Only 120 of 230 applications were received.
"I REALIZE," Tonkin said,
"that our operation wasn't
very smooth, but I thought I
would get inore cooperation
this first time."
Tonkin lost the m embers of
his work force who were
going to adm inister the evp.lua tion and had to rely on faculty members administering the
test by themselves.
The results of last qua;·ter's
evaluation will be published
within two weeks. Because of
the low ·participation, only
those professors who chose to
will have their names listed

!~
.

with the results.

TONKIN SAID, "It's unfair
to list. the results of a professor who got a bad evaluation
when he at least chose to be
evaluated. It would punish
some of the professors for
participating."
Tonkin estimated that a t
least 4000 students got a .
chance to participate in the
evaluation. A n d " because
some of the results , along
with some professors' names
will be published, students
had a chance to see what becomes of a teacher evaluation."
Tonkin agreed that there
wouldn't be much the student
body would get out of the first
evaluation, but indivudal professors who were evaluated
will get their results, and
hopefully learn from them.
THE N E X T evaluation,
Tonkin said, would have to be
with or without professor consent. "If not, the better professors will continue to be the
ones who choose to be evaluated, when we should be evaluating the others."
The next evaluation will be
spread over 2 or 3 weeks, with
a student work for ce administering the forms.

-,~~-:
'

~ DIAL 619 ~
QUESTION: Why were the Program Council movies moved
from ilie Fine Arts Auditorium to the Business Auditorium?
· ANSWER: Cha rles Rodgers, Presiden~ of the Program
Council, said the F ine Arts Auditorium was too small to accommodate the week-end movie goers.

QUESTIOI\: Is it possible to incr ease the motorcycle parking area in lots 7, 5a and 3?
·
ANSWER: Lots 7 and 5a are staff pa rking areas and cannot be subject to any increase in motorcycle traffic. However,
plans presently are being discussed to alleviate the problem by
adding a parking lot behind the Physical -Education complex.

•:~<
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EVENTS

An 'Outsider' Takes A look At ,Registration

I

UC Calendar: I
'FUn-Filled'

What does an outsider think ot' USF's- registration?
·Fred Wright is the entertainment wri~3r for the Eve-

ning Independent _and is ta.king one course at the St. Pe_forsbarg Campus._Here is what oo found.
In our never-ending search to find new forms of
' entertainment that .are legally and morally acceptable,
we've found a winner.
It's called: " Registration at the University of South
Florida; Or, Filloutthisandthisandthisnext please !''
The game is fairly inexpensive 'tQ play, unless, of
course, ·you plan to _actually take a course from USF, in
which case it runs about $10 per quarter hour if you're a
non-resident, part-time student. Add to this the gas it
takes to drive to Tampa and the cost of, about a paak of
cigarettes and a role of Tums for the bum tummy, and
you-have the-price of admission.
ANY NUMBER can .play. In fact, the more the better. Take the entire family, particularly if one of the children is the wandering kind and another tends to sit down
whenever his forward motion ceases.
The game has many ramifications, depending on
whether you're a full-time student or just want to take
one course at the St. ·Petersburg campus at the-Maritime
Base.
Assuming the latter, it goes something like this, be- '
ginning with a telephone call:
1
"University of South Florida, St. Petersburg campus
(a large gasp cif air,) .Good Morning!' '
_
"ER, YES.,I'd like to -find out why I have to register
in Tampa for one course on t he St. Pete campus."
"Because. You can sign up either 6 to 7:30 p.m.
Thursday or 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. Friday." .

1_·.

The 1969 USF "Top College
' Girl on campus" Contest is
underway and applications
are available at_the University
.,. Center (UC} information desk
through Jan. 20.
l'he winner of .the USF competition will be entered in
Glamour Magazine's national
~ competition for the " Top Ten
College Girls in America."
One of the prizes to be
awarded to the national winner is a European trip in
June.

THE ENTRANTS SHOULD

BRIDGE, PHOTO

I

LESSONS

l1·-·

Sign-ups for bridge and
photo lessohs are being held: ~
through Friday at the UC In- ~
formation De,sk. The bridge ti
lessons will be offered on
\Vednesday afternoons at 2
p.m. and·photo lessons wm be
given on Tuesday evenings at
7. There is a $1 sign .- ·up
fee for each of the lessons.
Sign-up by Friday for UC
Tournaments in the UC Rec~="
reation Room Tournaments ~~
will. begin Monday and will include - chess,- table tennis,
snooker, carom, and billiards.
Briefing sessions for all applicants will be held on Thursday at noon in UC 252, and
Friday, at 2 p.m. in UQ 25i. ·

·lh1J.ve outstanding leadership
and activity attributes in addition to having wise and
physical attractiveness. Entrants may be sponsored by
an .approved on-campus organization or through 10 student
THE UNIVERSITY Center
signatures. .
, Program Council will be
A 5" x 7", full-length, black holding a membership drive
and white photograph _must be Monday through Jan. 17. A
- submitted with the ·application registration table will be loto UC 159 no later-. than Jan. cated in . . the UC Lobby
_,20 at 5 p.m.
throughout the entire week.
The USF competition is Applicants will be considered
- being sponsored by the UC for membership on ten com_ Fashion Committee,. chaired mittees. The committees are:
- by Jan Segars. The-USF "Top movies, arts and exhibits, rec· College Girl" will be an- reation, special events, iµusic,
nounced at the Jan. 31 perfor- personnel, dance, hospitality,
- mance_ of the University Song · fashion, and intercommunica- Fest.
tions.

***

"What happens if I can' t make either time period. I
work days, nights and noons, you see."
"Oh. In that case, you can register later."
"SA~, that's gr ... !" _
" And it'll only cost you.$25."
So, with heart in hand, you set out for Tampa Thursday evening. Right smack in . the middle of going-home
rush-hour traffic.
This in itself is a vital part of the game. It's a nice
hour's drive from St. Petersburg, and you are guaranteed
at least five near accidents, one heart murmur and, if
you're imaginative enough, the motivation to make up
three new curse words (whic;:h are unprintable).
IF YOU'RE taking the kids, you are awarded an
extra 50 points for each case of hysteria the trip incurs,
but you lose the game if you turn around and come back. .
Once .at the Tampa cainpus, parking is the next challenge. The trick is to find a spot that is unassfgned · and
less than 10 miles from the gymnasium. If you do, you
automatically \¾n the game.
After you've asked five hippie girls, one hippie guy
and two undetermines for directions to the gym, you find
the multilevel building which sends narrow ramps out in
all directions like a stretching octopus.
. It is at this point the game becomes serious. The
ramps funnel you up and in and around. And they bear a
haunting resemblance to a Chicago stockyard, with
chutes that pour the. cattle inescapably on and on to the
fatal sledge hammer. You have a tendency not to duck
your head when entering any doorways.
ONCE INSIDE the gym, the funneling technique becomes obviously permanent. Around the pool, (hrough the
door, down the corridor, through the ._door. . You couldn't

turn around and retreat if you wanted to.
You're handed a fistful of computer cards and told
"Fill 'em out, please! Next!"
Fill ' em out you do. Until you get author-ritis, or
writer's cramp.
And did you ever try to print your name, address and
telephone number in a space that couldn' t hold two ants
with claustrophobia? The guy who prints the Gettysburg·
Address on the head of a pin could make a fortune as a
ghost ,vriter.
BUT, ONCE filled out, you clutch the cards, sheets,
catalogue and check in hand and continue to moo-ve with
the crowd.
Down the exit stairway, into the (blush) girls shower
(where for one second you panic, not seeing an exit and
thinking ~ey'll find you _(blush, blush) here in the rooming) .but on through a room of hair dryers (for the girls, I
guess) and around and around.
,
· You finally pay your money and ·take your chance on
finding your way out. You do, of course, although I swear
I saw two St. Bernards patrolling the corridors, looking
for stragglers.
·
THE THREE most often heard expressions from bewildered registerees are: "Where do I go next? What am
I supposed to do with this thing? Can I be excused?"
After you're slapped in the face by the cold winter air
outside, you're sense of humanity returns a bit.
It's not that you expect the president to greet you at ·
the campus entrance with a cigar, handshake and smile.
But perhaps his secretary, with a map, list of instructions
and a Vitamin B pill.
I hear next quarter they're going to have everybody
register on the same day. I think I'll remain illiterate.

ciplinary .approach to religion
had be~n o.ffered until this
time.

Religious studies at USF
are no longer a thing of the
future. According to Dr. Irv-

;. .

Material ·Center Moved
To - Educati9n Building
.

tapes

~

ing·Deer, dean of the Division
of Languages and: Literature,
plans have been completed
for a religious studies major
that will cover the sources,
the analysis, and the application of religious thought.

nine hours in any one division.
"We are trying to bring
about more confrontation between secular and religious
thought," said Dr. Elton
Smith, professor of English
and one of the originators of
the program.

Two
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.

.

n
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When the decision was
made to organize a religious
stud'ies program, Smith surveyed religious studies at
state universities across the
nation. "I found that most of
them were overly s trong in
theology, and too weak in
Bible studies." .
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PUT IT THERE?
USF .STUDENTS

EARN BASIC PHYSICAL EDUCATION CREDIT
Tue~~ay-Thursday Mornings

·

Wedl'!esday Afterm,ons

Offering: Beginning ang Advance Education
Balance Sf;;lat (Forward Seat)
Price: $45 per IQ sessions 1 person: 1 horse •
. $25 p~r 10 sessio11s ·;2 persons/horse- (recommended)

CONTACT INTERMURAl DE$K .... PHYSICAL H>lJCATION BLDG.
OR CALL
TAMPA ·o oWNS EQUSTRIAN CENTER

Flying Bar Z Ranch & Resort

Special
Student
Boarding Rate for
Horses $35/month
all -inclusive except
veternary & farriar
1ci■ntific ratian.s• .

Who soft -landed the 0 .S. moon-picture machine? Congress? ·
T he Army? No, the Governmt.:1t contracted for the job with
investor-owned companies. But who master-minded the project? The Government'? No, that, too, was "fanned out" to one
· of the nation's b iggest manufacturers.
·
Given the go-ahead, U.S. industry caught up and moved ahead
in the space sciences ... with the entire world witnessing its
fa ilures as well as its successes. And all the while delivering an
incredible bountv
• for the folks at home and the needv
• abroad.
I
Government contracting with b usiness ,vorks so well that it's
the new trend for state governments-even in welfare work.
Costs less, too .
Investor-owned eiectrk utilities also cost
citizens less tl1an federalized power systems.
And . . . when you have to show earnings and
pay ·taxes while keeping the cost of electricity trending clow,i, you have to find better
ways to do things.
Florirfa's flectric Companies - Taxpaying. lnvestor -ownerf

FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY • GULF POWER COMPANY
FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION• TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY

or contact Jack l<imbell 949.5132

....
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linary arrangement was made
so that each department
would offer courses dealing
with some area 'of religious
study.

**************************
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.Just for
·College Students/

The deadline for reserving the 1969 Aegean is next
Wednesday. The $1 fee may be paid by studen,ts, staff or
faculty in the Aegean office, University Center (UC) 224.
Dr. Authur M. Sanderson, director of Campus P ublications, said a dva nce reservations have been slow in
coming in. No books will be distributed in mid-May with. out reservations. "It seems evident that most students
are not interested in a yearbook at USF," he said.
"If sales do not reach those of last year (2,700 copies),
we may· have to take a long, har d look to decide if further yearbooks on campus are worth the considerable
time that a staff expends and the high cost of production," Sanderson added.
Senior and M.A. portraits for those graduating in
March or June will be taken without charge in UC 248A
Janua ry 15-17. Sitting appointments may be m ade in advance in the Aegean office.
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The major is diyided into
three major. areAs of inquiry:
The aim ·of the program is
The segment entitled Basic not to create a theological
Documents Underlying Reli- seminary, but to provide a
gious Thought consists of four deeper understanding of relicore courses totalling 17 gious belief. Study will not be
hours.
of these courses confined to Judaic-Christian
are ·based on investigating the beliefs.
history ancr _validity of the ·
The American Association
Bible. The other courses are a
-At the University of F loriof
Theological Schools has iscomparision of religions and
da, religious studies ·are dissued
-a
statement
urging
stuthe history of religion.
dents who plan to a ttend sem- ·persed throughout the departThe Analysis of Religious
inar y to major in some other ments, in much the same way
Thought includes courses in
field.
. feel a broader USF's were. Florida State
the philosophy, sociology, an- - base · ofThey
knowledge is needed
thropology, and psychology of before specialization at a University, on the other hand
religion. Any three of . these seminary.
·has a complete College -of Remay be taken.
The program is the com- ligion. "They had to draw all
THE AREA concernep with bined effort of Smifh and' their courses out of other
the Application of Religious Deer. When the major pro- areas. It sets the department
'Fhought is ~e. bz:oa~est p e!_d-~gr~ms , t,o_r- ·-US_F were ~rst - up as an isolated theological
of study.- Sixteen courses m bemg planned, 1t was decided
· .
,, S 'th · 'd "W
seven departments are uf- thae - .a - separate religious se:11mary,
~ 1 sai •
-e
fered. Twenty hours are re- stuclies m ajor would_riot b.e of- tried to combme the best of
quired', with no more than fered. Instead, an interdiscip- both systems.';

Wednesday Last ·o ay

..J

~

.'

A :religious studies major
_was . initiated, at USF last
quarter although an interdis-

_MEET l'HE ~U'.l,'H()~

or

I

Religious Studies Major Started ·Here

-=-The Seventh Annual All- · The uc ·special· Events.
1.Jniversity Folk Sing .Contest Committee will present Rich-b"as now grown to include not ard Powell for- a ''Meet the ,
-only folk, but also contempo- Author" pr O gr a -m next
J
rary and popular music.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in UC
_ ~ This new program, spon- 252. Powell has written many
's.ored by the University -Cen- best-seller novels including
ler Program Council, will be "The Philadelphian", " Pi~caiied the University Song oneer Go Home", "The Sol..·.
.
.Fest and will be held in the dier", . "I Take This Land"
·
The
Instructional
Material for a one week period. There instructional tape which __is
Theatre Jan. 31 and Feb. 1. ·and "Daily and Sunday".
Center,, 'previously located in. are several record players then transmitted from a cen- ·
"The Philadelphian" was
Applications may be obthe Library basement, is now with headphones available so tral control board.
__ tained at the UC _information _ filmed ' as "The Young Philain its new location on the first that up to three people may ·
included reThese· .
• desk and deadline for apply- delphian" starring Paul Newfloor of the Education Build- - listen to one record simultane- corded lectures of visiting
r ing is Jan. 20 at Sp.m.
man and " P ioneer Go Home"
ously.
·,
speakers, language tapes, and
MOVIE THIS WEEKEND was filmed as "Follow that ing.
The center is divided -into
THE. LEARNING la'borato- a number of lectures by USF
The UC Movies Committee Dream" with E lvis Presley.
three departments: film, in- ry contains
over
.
,. 100 separate instructors. Some of these .
will present " Dark at the Top
POWELL BAS LED a diver- structional materials, and t:pe listening
booths. Here the stu- tapes are also accompanied
. of the Stairs" starring Robert sified -life, working as, a ,P9lice learning center.
dent .may dial for a particular by a film of the.speaker.
Preston and Angela Larisbury reporter, movie and draf!la
The film department con)'rjday, SaturdaY a nd Sunday, critic, public relations and -in~ tains about ·2,500 films rang- 1it 7:3ff p.m. in the Business formation services . director . ing -from Walt Disney car:Administration Auditorium. It for . an advertising agency, toons to films on electrostat- .
~ a drama of -a-couple marks!. .Also ,included in -,the .
ried .for 17 ·y· ears whose chi!- and lit~ary nof elist· . ' •
The UC Artsi.<and Exhibits collection are.many plays an4 ·dren's neuroses mirror th e Committee is presently span~ short stories productions.
.
,
J>a:re~ts . inner conflicts. Ad- soring a .shciw ,of Marc Cha:nµss1on 1s 35 cents per pe~n- gall prints iri the UC Gallery. . THERE IS no chaige to irt- ·
, . THE_ UC DANCE eo1;:nut- _ · The prints are available .for structors · for classroom use
-f ee will present the
Wax sale arid range in price from _of the films. They may be
,P-e~lex" for a ~and dance $4 to $1200.00. There are over rented -by clubs and private
organizations from EDU 114.
:F;r1day, at 9 P·°:· 1:1 the_ CTR 15 prints for $25 or less.
The Instructional Materials
•B allroom. Adnuss1on · JS 75
:center contains tape, record- _
tents.stag or $1 per couple. Review For CPAs
'•'.The UC Movies Committee
ers, record players and ·fixed 1
Begins Jan. 18
fo<;!Us vieivers for viewing film
-~ be presenting five of Ingmar ·Bergman's classic films
The s econd annual _intensive strips. The tape recorders are
~ µring Quarter IL The films review program for certified• located in inqividual sound• :will be "Wild Strawberries" public a ccountant candidates, proof roQms apd are available
•~-· Jan. 16; "Virgin Spring" sponsored by USF will be con- .a t no -charge to- students. .Tape·
)'in. 23; "Brink of Life" - ducted on the campus J an. recorders may be checke,d out
1968-69 Aegean Staff
Jan.· 30-; "Smiles of a ·Summer 18-May 3.
for overnight use-for 50 cents.
The record collection in~ight" - Feb. 6; and "Port
Classes are scheduled on
of Call" - Feb. 13:
Friday evenings and Saturday cludes classical, m usicals,
All showings are at 8 p.m. m ornings. Subjects to be cov- popular, blues, jazz and poetiin the Business Administra- ered are accounting theory, cal an_d prose readings. Stution .Auditorium. Admission is auditing, taxation, and cost dents may listen to the records there or check . th·em out
and' financial accounting.
$ 'cents.
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A KIT OF 6 FACE-MAKERS SPECIALLY SHADE-SELECTED.
Just for .BLONDES Just for BRUNETTES
Just for REDHEADS

*

YOU GET ALL.THISSOFT-BLUSH DUO-Blush! Sculpt! Shimmer!

SABLE-SOFT COMPLEXION BRUSH
4 LIP COLORS - Campus Hp-looks galore!

LIMIT-ONE TO A STUDENT!
AVAILABLE ONLY AT-

~PECIAL PRICE

THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, January 8, 196.!,~3

New Administration Sunscreens Joe Engressia
Add Up To .$45,0 00 Of Shade The'WhiSfler'

.. -

SENIO RS: LAST CALL
* JUNE GRADUATES *

Back At USF

By RAY ZOGOISKI
Staff Writer

Joe Engressia, USF student
who achiev~ national fame
for his ability to place longdistance telephone calls with
his whistling talents will be on
campus agai11 this quarter.

At a cost of $45,000, sunscreens on the Administration
Building have been replaced
during the Christmas holidays.
, The original reinforced conHis disciplinary hearing recrete screens, erected 10
sulted in · his disciplinary
years ago, were crumbling
probation for Quarter II and a
due to erosion of reinforceof $25, a charity contribufine
ment rods.
tion, according to Dean
Clyde B. Hill, Director of
University Planning, said
Charles H. Wildy, dean of
none of the other USF. strucmen.
tures were in any danger.
Many buildings here have
The E ngressia proceeding
was the second major disciplisunscreens.
Florida Cast Stone Co.
nary action taken Quarter II.
erected the original sunEarlier Paul WaI!ace, in what
screens. The use of black
Wildy claimed was a " medisteel instead of galvanized,
cal, not disciplinary matter,"
non-corrosive steel and porous
was prohibited from attending
class. concrete, caused moisture to
seep through the screens and
Wallace hand 1 e d Engcorrode the reinforcement
ressia's defense. Since · EngAppointments available in CTR 226' (No Appointment Necessary)
rods.
ressia's case was ·"discipliBoth ~ d spokesmen for
nary," he was given an open
_ _~
the Florida Prestressed Conhearing.
Th ey Can Now See The Light
_ _ _ : :_ _ _ _! . _ _ _ ~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:_
__
c . _ _ __ _ _ __ . : .
crete Co. said much experThe sunscreens in front of the Administraimentation in the area of reintion Building were taken down last week to
forced concrete was being
be replaced with -new -ones. he old ones
done during the original in- _
were crumbling because bla-0k steel was
stallapon ten years ago. It 1
used. The new ones· will have galvanized
was standardized practice to
steel which will not rust in the · concrete.
use non-galvanized steel at
the time.
Florida Cast Stone was not
Ji
responsible for the damage - RWi.0!4lfilffir.llftBM:fl[tl®D%1f:t&&WJlfi¥ffflllBf~tlr¾
1
due to the elapsed time.
. " The sunscreens on other
,\OS
buildings are constructed ac~~~
cor/iing to modern methods,
and we anticipate no problems with them," said Hill.

DON'T GET LE FT OUT Of THE PICTURE!
SEN IOR PORTRAITS

NO CHARG E

JANUARY 15, 16, AND 17, 8:45-4:30
IN CTR 259, Second Floor.

0:R;\.C LE CLASSIFIED

-Referendum

On NSA Set
A week from today USF students will decide if they want
Student Government representation in the National Student
Association. In next Wednesday's referend um; students
can also vote to change the
number of Senate seats in the
Legislature from five to eight.
Polling places will remain
open from 8 a .m. to 5 p.m. in
the University Center, Social
S_ciences Bui!ding, Fine Arts Humanities Building, a ·n d
Chemistry Building.

Brazilian Group
Arrived Monday
The first group of Brazilian
students participating in the
student exchange program arrived at DeSoto Hall Monday.
The program, sponsored by
the Department of Continuing
Education, is designed to
teach to Brazilian students
the English language and to
acquaint them with the culture of the United States.
There will be fou r groups of
s tudents in all. They will average about two hundred stude,nts each and will stay here
for three weeks.
The students will attend
classes in the mornings and
take cultural tours of the Bay
Area in the afternoons.

13. WANTED
2. FOR _RENT
__r_o_._s_H_A_R...;..E____ Need female roommate.

$60 a

Lovely large one . & two bdrm month including utili ties. 2-bed
apts. Subur~an -Gardens 22 & house, 15 minutes from campus.
Fowler.I Available for Jan. oc- Call Yolanda (Yolie) Letaw Ph
·
cupancy. Rentals · $135 & . $155 225 8412
_
·
•
monthly. Air conditioning &
heating,- paneled living rm, wall l- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
to wall carpeting, drapes and 14. HELP WANTED
. Male Female
beautiful alf . ele_ctric kitchen.
For further information call w. ..,_ _ _ _ _, _ _ _ _ _ _ I
1
Fisher, Holiday Inn Motel 932- WANTED TYPlST!
Dissertation experience neces5302.
Large room, air-conditioned. sary • , . available now through
August. E xt. 167.
Reasonable. ·239-6951.

3. APTS. & HOUSES

15. SERVICES OFF~RED

Need female roommate. $60 a
month including utilities. 2-lied
house, 15 minutes _.from campus.
Call Yolanda (Yolie) Letaw· Ph.
225-8412.

UNPARALLELED DISCOMBU.
.
L_A1;IONS
Jim s super stereo TV service
guaranteed work, low cost. P h
935-9158 or 2221 West Okaloosa.

I

1O. AUT.OMOTIVE
CLASS
(
1967 MGB perfect condition;
IFIED
·
white, wire whe.els, radio artd
ADVERTISING RATES
heater, one ,ownei:. For more in·
formation call R. Mumme 988- 5 lines
(27 characters/line) •.. $1.00
3692 or ext · 316.
Additional Line - -- ·• -- .15
1 ' 1969 Sh lb C0
D 1.ve I n StYe.
.90*
- Repeate~: 2-4 Issues ____
e Y
;
More titan 4 issues -- ~- .75•
Clearance,
Comp)ete_.
.
bI!I .
BELOW COSTS._ Its worth your *Per five lines (27-characters)
time to see this. beauty at a
price you can afford. Ask ·ror
• &rniihfili.•1·
· ··§•!J:tfil
•rnm'-',ffirnii
![1.~i@&.-~i"ru@filli/ill'1B\&1"5
.. W!i!!l!s.&:WWf!£[!l'i.
[ll
Ral_ph Snook, Bill Currie Ford, rn~Em,
"' ·
· ·
Florida . Ave.

TO RESERVE YOUR
1969- AEGEAN
1

Meet the man
with the ,.-

College
.Senior
Plan

1.

{YEARBOOK OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA)
.
'

JACK_F. NEWKIRK
If you're a•college senior or gradate student, Protective Life's College.
:Representative has a unique· life
insurance-savings program designed
especially, for you. The College
Sen ior Plan, . which offers special
b~nefits at preferred ·races, comes
you from one of the nation's leading insurance companies. It covers
you in the event of accidental death.
or disal:\ility, provides full aviation
coverage, and does much, much.
exclusion
more. There is no
clause, and your policy is com•
pletely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium deposits
may be defea:ed until yonl: earn•
fogs increase. So:and like a plan
worth investigating? It is. Contact
a Protective •Life College llepre•
sentative far: full information.

to

{

war

JACK F. NEWKIRK
Suite 206
Mariner Building
541 5 Mariner Street
't'ampa, Florid.a 33609
Tel: t77-8J St

PROTEGn'IVE LIFEdHM<UJta COMPAMC
8U/LDING F'Olt SECURITY SINCE 1907

•

NO BOOKS WILL BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVATIONS
Reservations Available in University Center
·S-5 P.M. Daily or in Room 224
RESERVATIQNS MUST BE MADE BY FRIDAY, JANUARY 15
\
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JERRY STERNSTEIN
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EDITORIALS .AND COMMENTARY
\

Newspapers and columnists
called it the most disturbing year
of the decade and maybe in the
last quarter of a century.
Never have so many of the bad
qualities that exist in America surfaced all in one year.
Two brilliant beacons of American life were destroyed.
American college students rebelled at Columbia and were
clubbed in Chicago.
The crime rate
in America rose
about 25 per cent
and the suicide
rate rost 225 per
cent.

Hayakawa-And-Holding
The situation· is Hayakawaand-holding at -San Francisco State
ColJege. But the riots of last quarter may erupt again.
And it may make no difference
whether or not a host of dissident
demands is met.
Faculty and students walked
out in mid-November to protest the
regent-forced suspension of a
part-time Eng 1 is h instructor,
George Murray, who is also an
education minister for the Black
Panthers.

that the school would admit 128 minority-group students next spring.
BUT, HE SAID, the College
would not endorse other strike demands, such as admitting any
black regardless of qualifications,
thus giving strike leaders a thread
to keep the unrest boiling.

And how long will the strikers
hold out? One demand is an unconditional admittance of black applicants ·- which has nothing to do
with Murray's suspension.
The strikers could continually
think of new demands to remain
out indefinitely if the administration lets them.

MOST OF THE strikers' demands are only vaguely. related to
the suspension - the original reason. for the strike. Even though
NEW DEMANDS CLOUD the
some of the demands have been
met, rebelling students still cry original issue of the regents' political intervention in the academic
"No sale. The war is still on."
community.
Stud_ents at the UniWhether this is the mistake of
versity
of
California
at Berkeley
honestly concerned students or the
.
averted
just
such
a
situation
last
strategy of a subversive nucleus,
quarter
by
keeping
their
cool
and
. moderate students are being taken
in under the umbrella cause of the the heat on the regents during the
Eldridge Cleaver controv·ersy.
suspension.
They, kept the focus on the action
Future events may depend ona and not the person.
col6rful, semantics expert. turned _
This logical action aids academcollege president. Oriental semantics expert, S. I. Hayakawa was ic freedom and student power.
appointed acting president of the Some people advocate rioting ·as a
College after the resignation of last resort, but eventually there is
Robert R. Smith who closed the a freezing of communication that
campus following riots which de- renders the riot futile or provokes
a violent confrontation resulting in
veloped from the ·strike.
a useless test of strength. Thfa
creates an atmosphere of fear inJIAYAKAWA BEGAN HIS term
by;showing up at a student gather- stead of reason.
ing. wearing a jaunty tamAt the high point of the San
o'-shanter cap and ripping the Francisco crisis, the -trustees rewires from loudspeakers where solved that "there would be no
students were announcing a class negotiation, arbitration or concesboycott.
sion of student grievances or com•
At the same time, he caUed in plaints except through the ordina•
600 police to keep the campus ry channels of communication."
open.
Demonstrations, · protests and
By the end of •the wee1>, Hay- sit-ins should be kept to the issues.
akawa granted some · student de- Otherwise, the issues are clouded
mands, saying that a black-studies and academic freetlom and student
program ultimately would haye - power are not advanced and wellenough independence to select its intentioned studerits beco-m e pawns
owh faculty and curriculum and ·• of a radical minority.

'You're Kidding'

·POLLY WEAVER

Beard: Real Powder Keg?
"We're sitting on a real powder keg
at the University of South Florida . . ."
before God and country, WTVT television station quoted\ Malcolm Beard,
Hillsborough County sheriff as saying
this in reference to recent student demonstrations at USF.
He was also quoted as saying there's
a certain element on the USF campus
which would be happy with nothing less
than another Berkeley or another San
Francisco. He made the remarks at a ,
meeting with othe·r local law enforcement officials with Tampa Mayor Dick
Greco.
And if such trouble does erupt, Beard
was quoted, "I want to be able to put it
down hard and quick."
WHEN I CONTACTED Beard, he
said; "anyone . .with any intelligence
knows that at any large institution, there
are _s_P,linter groups with , self-appointed
leaders that are. just- lQQW,ng for follo\vers. If they get these followers things
could blow up at USF:" - ·

Become, Create, Be
This is supposed to be an edito~
rial :welcoming you. back to school.
University newspapers a I w q, y s
publish editorials like this at the
be~ng of a term.

Koreans freed the entire crew of
an · American intelligence ship
after the United States signed a
statement it declared was untrue.

Two national leaders were murdered, an incumbent president deThe American Association of
cicled not to r un for re-election, and - University professors lifted a sixthe Russians invaded Czechoslova- year censure on U_SF. The soccer
1
kia.
team won t he s&rte championshjp
Lyndon Johnson called a halt in and joined the National Collegiate
the bombing of North . Vietnam, Athletic Association. Students won
and the Peace talks started in more representation on university
Paris. And a man who bowed out committees and in the University
·
of , public life and was branded a Senate than ever before.
loser, . became president-elect of
A new calendar was devised to
the United States of America.
give faculty members more vacaAnd to top it all off, the North tion time. Tampa banks bought
construction bonds to help finance
the planned m·edical school. USF
was designated as the site for a
Florida Center for the Arts. USF's
first faculty evaluation became a
reality in _the College of Liberal
Arts.
January 8, 1969
And the University Traffic
I
VOL. 3
NO. 20 Committee was dissolved and traffic offenses become the . jurisdicACP ALL-,\MERICAN 1967, 1968
tion of the Tampa Municipal Court.

0&2\.CL E
•. ANPA PACEl.UAKEE AWARD 1967
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day.
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On a university level, things
happened too. The Board of Regents approved student ·control of
student monies, a committee was
formed to study revision - or perhaps extinction - of the quarter
system, a record number students
voted in the general Student Association election.

And _if you think about it, a lot
really did happen. In the world and
in the nation there were startling
develppments.

Single CoPY (non-students) __ . . __ . . •• . ______ 10c
Mall subscriptions .. ______ .. ----------- $4 SchOol yr.
The Oracle Is wrillen a nd edited by students at
th, University of South Florida . Editorial views
herein are not necessary those of the USF administration.
Offices: University Center 222, phone 988-4131;
Publisher and General Manager, ext. 618; News, ext.
619; Advertising, ext. 620. D1adlints: general news
and ads, Wednesday for following Wednesday; letters
to editor, 5 p.m., Thursday; ct1sllf11d, 2 p.m., Fri-

Bienvenidos!

And if that wasn't enough, the
United States sent three human
· beings on a voyage around the
moon.
.

.This editorial is supposed to tell
yotf about the new quarter and
ab<;_>ut the new year and inspire you
to accomplish something great this
ye~r:. 'n,lis editorial should reflect
on the past and what happened in
19ij8.
,.

Published every Wednesday In the school yea r
by the University of South Florida 4202 Fowler Ave.,
Tampa, F la., 33620. Second cla!jS postage paid at
Tampa, F la., 33601, under Act of Mar. 3, 1879. Printed By The Times Publishing Company, St. Petersburg.

Beard did say he was talk)ng about a
Beard said the apartment areas around
minority of students.
the school require a lot of services.
Student Government President Scott
True, most county officials agree that
Barnett said he believed there was "a
the Sheriff's Department needs more
certain element in every university" lik'I!
men, but to cite the activities of a minorBeard was referring to, but he was talk- · ity when insurance rates in Hillsborough
ing about three or four students.
County are rising because of the number
HE DID NOT believe there was any
of traffic accidents and the SheriWs Deneed for the concern Beard appeared to
partment is hardly a.ble to do any traffic
express. Barnett said, "If the University
work seems absurd.
administration acts in a responsible way,
It is easier to instill fear by parallelI don't believe there will be any trouing national riots, then by discussing inble."
flationary insurance rates. There seem.
At the meeting, .B eard said one of his
to be additional problems also of more
larger problems is massing · enough men
concern than a minority at USF.
for manpower in the event of such an
emergency.
At present, he said, each of his men
have to cover 75.4 square miles. He
needs 12 more uniformed. patrolmen and
(Ed. Note: the following wri~
to split his district into five additional
ten in Spanish, Is to welcome 21 eduzones:
cators from Honduras who will study at
USF AltEA would be split once
USF for approximately a year. The proand the area southeast of it also, to
gram is under the auspices of the Col~ake more zones with · more patrolmen.
lege of Education and . directed by Dr.
·Christian Anderson, associate professor
of education. We also have a welcome in
Portuguese for the Brazilian students
who have just arrived here.

1

Yes, much happened during
1968.
__/
Space doesn't .pePrru(-Iisting everything - 1 not even ev~rythi!'}g
significant. Besides, it's not really'
necessary. You did it. You lived it.
You were there . And you'll be
there again in 1969 doing things,
· making things happen, making history - if we might use the cliche.
So this isn't r eally an editorial
university. You've all got your reasons why you're here - all more
than 14,000 of you.
This is just an interlude to stop
and reflect on the past for a moment and to think of the future.
But only for a moment; then go
and do and become and make and
create and be.
)

And So It Was ..

Nuestro semanario . desea dar
una calida bienvenida a los educadores hondurenos que · acaban de
llegar a la Universidad para un
curso de estudios en la Facultad de
Educacion.
Esperamos que los distinguidos
educadores disfruteh de su estancia en nuestra Universidad y que
el programa en que ahora participan les sirva para contribuir al
desarrollo cultural de su pais.
Es un honor para la Universi'dad de South Florida la visita
de estos prominentes educadores.
Durante sus dias aqui, esperamos
que puedan realizar todo cuanto se
han propuesto y que el proyecto en
que hoy participan· sirva para estrechar los lazos de amistad entre
los Estados Unidos y Honduras.

THE OTHER V-OICE

CC· Realization Tempers
Last quarter USF witnessed the birth
of something new in student attitude and
action. A significant proportion of the
student population , seemed to awake
from that long sleep of indifference
towards the conditions surrounding
them.
The Campus Coalition mounted its
successful drive to gain control of the
Student Government Legislature. The
r hetoric of student power was much in
evidence.
Then, as quickly as it began, the new
spirit of student activism at USF: seemed
to die. Actually it merely reached a- new
stage.
l\lOST OF THOSE students who ha d
been swept into" t he current of excitement went into a perrod of dormancy.
Their desire for change with~ . ~ University became tempered by the realiza
tion that reform would not come quickly
or easily. So those students sat back to
wa tch Student Government b~come a
more articulate represen tative of the s tudent body.
.Some thought that the Campus Coalition r epresentatives had " sold out" and
become corrupted by the illusion of their
power. Others realized wha t was and is
really happening.
Student Government has gone through
a profound reorganization since the fall
0

..,

elections. The last months of Quarter I
were . filled with a new kind ·of effort on
the part of Student Government. It consisted of a probing for new ideas and
new ways of ,achieving desired results.
TIU; BASIC CH..<\..~GE then has been
one of attitude. The infusion of nsw blood
was partially the cause. Equally as important was the effect that infusion had
on the rest of the Student Government.
Most of those legislators who hadn't
really asked themselves what Student
Government was actually about did so.
The resulting attitudinal change , still in
progress on the pa rt of some persons,
has culminated in a lot of work - mostly behind the scenes groundwork.
This sor t of work does not easily lend
itself to exciting publicity or popular
movements. It is however absolutely
· necessary. In order to build a government responsive to the will of the people
and capa ble of fulfilling their· needs, an
adequate framework of directional clarity and the means to achieve tha t direction is needed.
STUDENT GOVER,NMENT has built
much of that framework within the past
few months. Some of it was already
here, much more was added. The general outlines are now visible and within
them, details will eventually be ironed
out.

The time then is fast approaching
when action already conceived but not
yet initiated will be forthcoming. None of
that action will be as important as the
Bill of Student Rights. In fact, the success of much of the other work now
being done will hinge on the BiJJ of
Rights.
.
The Bill will be the test of how much
actual power the student body, acting
through the Student Government, has
managed to generate for itself. This Bill
will be pivotal in the struggle to gain
that amount of control over one's life
which students deserve as free men and
human beings.
WE WILL THEN soon be confronted
with a difficult test of whether or not all
the structural ground-work done by the
Student · Government has meant anything. At the time of that test, those persons in Student Government will need
the full and active support of all their
constituents.
Getting the Bill of Rights passed, this
time our version instead of President Allen's_, may even call for such extreme
action that many of your student leaders
will have to put their necks on the chopping block. They will be counting on you
to keep the axe from falling. If you
don't, a lot of work will go down the
drain.

THERE were
three candidates
for the presidency and the man
who had lost in
1960 was elected
in 1968.
The country drifted toward a
law and order mania and 550,000
American boys completed their
fifth year of fighting 1n Vietnam.
It was not a good year.

IT WAS BELOW freezing in 38
states and in Thailand a United
States oil depot was destroyed.
. Kansas lost to Penn State in the
Orange Bowl and Richard Nixon
watched 0. J. Simpson's team lose
in the Rose Cla~sic.
.It was a typical ringing in of the
New Year but New Year's day is
not atypical of ·what could take
place this year, 1969.
The year ahead takes shape
slowly with many problems yet unseen and with many old problems ·
to be solved. The President-elect
has as yet been Silent on exactly
how he would aeal with the nation's ills. The only certainty in
1969 is that J. Edgar Hoover would
still rule over the F.B.I.
'AT HOME, THE WAR in Vietnam is yet to be won, lost, given-up
· or left alone. We talk in Paris
while the boys die daily in the jungles. In this case 1969 begins as did
1968, with Americans dying.
In the Middle East there is no
peace. The Jews and t he Arabs are
at each others throats daily and
the United Nations power is limi~
ed in its affect on the fighting factions .
With the monetary situation in
most parts of the world continuing
at a ' dangerous inflationary rate
the ~conomic picture thus is clouded for 1969.
A SHARP MONETARY crisi~
and further devaluation of the
pound could lead the world into a
colossal depression. Therefore · it .
rests with the United States and
the new president once again to
create policies and programs
which will avert such an occurrence.
The new president's cabinet.will
have to concern itself not only with
the economic picture but with the
task of bringing America back together after the divisiveness of the
past year.
Unfortunately, the most disunited groups in America today have
no voice in the new cabinet. "Th~
handicap must be overcome if the
decisions to be made by the new
administration are to carry any
weight.
THERE

STILL REMAINS a

need ' for a restructuring of American foreign policy in 1969 and
along with that a restructuring of •
Amer ica's social aims.
But all this takes time and so
none of us should expect that 1969
will see all our ills and gripes
wiped clean by a knight in shining
armor.
For 1969, The Buddhist year of
the Monkey, we wish serenity and
peace, so that we will be alive to
enter the 1970's .

Bemvindos
E ste editorial especial e para
um grupo de estudal)tes que chegaram do Brasil para estudar nos
Estados Unidos. Para estes estudantes The Oracle, e a USF dao
as boas vindas. Desejamos que
sua estrada aqui seja a mais
1
agradavel.
Boa sorte e Feliz Estrada.
7
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H·ELP: .A Natio-nal First From USF
VIole!)ce." ·
avenue that may prevent
\
Do you have any idea of what the distribution of your ser- •
,
vices will be?
"Ninety per cent will be givmg advice, the remainder ad- ;
. ministI:ative hearings arld a few court cases." He noted that _
cases like the blind student (Joe Engressia) over due process
,vill come up frequently_. After the first couple of months, SwanBy John
son believes, the problems brought to him will become... very
widespread.
Thompson,.
Do you anticipate any atlverse reaction from particular'
Staff Writer
.
groups, prominent persons or status powers?
"I do :anticipate some individuals . not liking ·the idea· o!
dent arn;l she said Florida State University· students· have been HELP. But the administration as a whole is not going to throw.
,
doing serious thinking on the matter. ·
roadblocks."
Humorous and 'mustachioed Clearwater attqrney MaJriard
your
among
been
idea
the
of
acceptance
the
·What has
F . Swanson Jr. was recently selected out oJ a -field of 15 Bay peers iJi the law profession?
,
,
Area lawyers in an· intensive search for a legal representative.
- "Overwhelming acceptance! I've talked to judges, court of- .:.
In an interview with Swanson at his office, where he has nearly .ficials and other lawyers and I've met no one •who has beeQ a dozen public speaking awards, he was asked: Bow urgent do hostile. towards it.
,
you believe the.need for student legal assistance is?
"It is encouraging to .me that no one nas· been hostile to the
"I, think it is very urgent in light of the: student unr!;!st . . • idea." ·
· •····
·
.
\
-..__
students ~re unhappy about their environment, bewildered by · · Wba( do you anticipate. in the way of success for the group? · · . , ''
the non-~tudent world. . . .
" The first hurdle ·that has to be overcome is membership· ·
-.
..
"HELP'~:number 1 goal is to restore· confidence·. It ,is one itself, but· I cannot ethically be involved in the recruitment':' ·
_
"I think we'll be a quiet -success • • • maybe one or two
J
r
'.
'
dramatic successes.
"Most will come· from the little day to day problems .•. I
think ·this is _going to solve a lot. r· would not anticipate ~Y.
. ,
open hostility from the 1administration."
~
· Noting that this is a first, do you foresoo this idea. becoming ..
.
.
•
brbader based throughout ihe campuses of the nation?
has:come to the University of South Florida " Certainly .•. this is in the forefront of a revolution in .the ~ '::
) ~ut who cares? Certainly not 14,000 students.
·
....
eritire field of the legal profession.
, · ·. - Despite. the _enthu~astic endorsement of Student Gov"I think it is going to put USF number one, a real guiding ·
~etriµlent and The Oracle, and the u_nqucµWed approv~ of .
star:. This is something that's got to come. This is one of ·the ·
. tqe. Administration, and an ~ducational campaign on
histoUSF
in
reasons I am going into this, and it js a first. I would like to
!.catnpus and in the community unparalleled
.·,.. .;
·
see it get off to a good start.
~·iy; less.than 200 students have cared enough for th1s inno-·- :
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USF's Help End Legal Problems (HELP) is a_ na~onal
first. HELP, a legal touchdown for students and bramchild of
USF student Trula O'Haire, ICBS, is, in the words of USF associate 'professor of history, Dr. David Leonard, "drastically
'
needed, radically new." · Any full" time student at USF is eligible for .membership
amt for $5 a year, employes an attorney.
. The idea of HELP· is to provide students with legal advice,·
representation in administrative proceedings- involving student
status and representation in criminal and civil courts at a fantastically affordable price.
, "CONTRARY TO SOME beliefs, HELP is.not a flarµing revolutionary concept. It is a calm and systematic surprise, revolutionary only in the sense of a great change.
People ask: "What's the need?" When blind, Joe Engressia
whistled his way into trouble through the labyrinth computers
of the phone company, wasn't there a peed?
When Paul Wallace was _gassed dizzy in his camper and
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was told he could not re-enter school until he receiv,ed professional help against his will, wasn't there a need?
WHEN HUNDREDS of USF males were re-classified 1-A,
possibly not knowing what could be don~ (HELP's attorney is
the only lawyer doing draft counseling on the west coast of
Florida), wasn't there a need?
Whenever problems of any nature arise which affect student' status, ranging from the draft, to housing, to administrative disciplinary procedure, to even campus traffic laws, there
'
is a need.
Endorsements do not come easy to groups in the student
camp, but HELP and its president, Miss O'Haire, have received many from both the most a likely and unlikely sources,
the major c~pus . supporter being the Student Government.
A - GREAT NUMBER of persons in the law profession
throughout the Bay Area have consistantly lauded'HELP.Many. members of the USF faculty.and administration have
voiced support for the organization and Vice President and
Dean of Student Affairs Herbert\J. Wunderlich has commended
HELP and assured them of·his assistance.
In fact,. the response to HELP ou~ide USF has been so fa.
vorable tha~ incorporating under universities into the plan is
under consideration· for the future. Miss O'Haire has already
been contacted by an interested University 9f Florida law stu-
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Gators Sink USF 61-49

.. - . ---

JERRY ZAGARRI

PHIL VITALI

Zagarrl Vitale Honored
-- Soccer players Jerry Zagarri and Phil Vitale collected
favo more honors for their bag
of laurels, when it was announced over the Christmas
holidays that they were both
selected to the All-South Soccer.
The team was chosen by the
Southern Selection Committee
of National Soccer. Coaches,
and only three soccer players
from the state of Florida were
honored. The other lone
player was Rolli11s' Wilson
@1< ·,ifi.,,J tA!S:ff,.Uffi::.M :«:-:.:.11/- ~?~~:-,,

. for 15 points. He broke a' University record of four goals in
ZAGARRI A."."D VITALE one game when he pushed
were recently named to the through six scores
against
first team All-State Soccer MacDill, in a 17-0 romp.
Team which was sponsored
by the Tampa Tribune.
VITALE WAS the soccer
This is the Second time that team's most valuable player,
Zagarri, Ju mor from St. and looking at his statis tics it
Louis, has made the All-South is easy to understand why.
team, while for sophomore Vi- The 5-9 forward set a Univertale it is his first.
sity record fo r most goals in a
Zagarri, after a slow offen- season with l7i He finished
sive sta rt, finished strong the year with 19 points, secwith 12 goals and three assists ond only to Dan Gaffney's 22.
Flohr.

This may not have been the
vear of Gator footballwise and
it may not be the ye ar of the
Gator as far as basketball is
concerned, but try convincing
USF swimming coach Bob
Grindley that this isn't the
year for the Gator swimming
team.
The University of Florida
Gators, defending swimming
champions of the Southeastern Conference for the past 13
years. invaded USF's natatorium '1ast Saturday afternoon,
and when they had left they
had broken two pool records
in the process, leaving Grindey little to smile about.

mentor. was giving all his
men valuab le expe rience before next week's encounter
with rugged Georgia ,
Despite the loss to the Florida squad, Grindey was not
disappointed in his team's
showing, even though its record now stands at 1-3, far
below last year's mark of 9-3.
"We swam as good as I expected them to, although I
didn't expect to beat Florida," Grindey said. " Florida
has a real strong team with
depth in every event, and I
thought we made a fine showing."
THE BRAHMANS were

wit hout th e serv ices of three of
their top swimmers. reducing
the squad to only nine competitors against 30 hea lthy
swimmers for Florida. South
Florida was without Mike
Berry, whose specialty is the
long distance ra ces. Dave
Keene , and l\.iike Dela Rosa,
who were out with the flu .
''There's no questi on that
Keene's and Binnie's absence
hurt us, but I don't think it
would have made a difference
between winning and losing,"
Grindey pointed out "We
probably would have still lost,
but we would have looked better in our individual events,

A SPARSE HOME crowd of
about 200 persons watched as
the Gators relentlessly tacked
on a 61-49 defeat on their
Brahmans. Actually, the contest wasn't as close as the
score indicates because Florida had many opportunities to
make the meet a runaway but
didn 't because many of its
swimmers were not officially
entered in the competition.
Coach Bill Harlan, Florida

-~•-,. ·r<,:-.,:::\-i::f..:421:tM:~,~,,~,~Afa>.lliffiki@ifrtJb,<.z?m~¼~~JtM;:;:?,~NqEEffr!Bl~ifaf:1:,~i±i±tJfu~ 'W¼,:,: ,: ;:,:=.J:::22 - - - - - - - - - - - -

USF Swimmers Lose Two

since we had swimmers
swimming events they haven' t
done before in competition ..,
Grindey and his crew got a
preview of th ings to come
when the Gators swept
through the first four swimming, events with four first
place fini shes and a 31-10
lead. Florida's Bruce Williams set a new pool re cord in
the 200-yard freestyle with a
time of 1 :47.6, edging out
USF's Dave Naffziger by two
seconds.
ALAN STELTER picked up
some of the slack in the scoring with a second place finish
behind Gator Fred French in
the 200 individual medley.
Perhaps the closest competition was in the one-meter diving between USF's Rico Masch ino and Florida's Bob Link.
Link captured the event on his
last dive with a total of 206,7
points, nosing out 'laschino's
204 .7.
The Brahamans finest moment of glory, however, came
when Dave Keene won the 100
yard freestyle in 50,8 and Bill
Kelly and Stelter swept to 1'2
finish in the 200 breastroke.
FLORIDA SET another pool

By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor

,E~'r~E<.
ALL ITEMS CUSTOM MADE
ON THE PREMISES AT THE

SANDAL SHOP
306 N. DALE MABRY

200-yard

-

Hariston

Vanderbilt University got revenge from a 66;47 loss last
year at the hands of the Brahmans, by jumping out and winning the first three events and going on to win the meet 71-42,
in spite of Rico Maschino's winning performances in both diving events.
Maschino's efforts went in vain as the Commodores, with
its• best team
in three
years according to Grindy, won all swim.
I
mmg events but 'the 200-yard butterfly, which was won by
USF's Lewkowicz.

butterf ly

-

M cPh er son(Fla.),

i: :1.
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SHOPPING
CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M.10:30 P.M.

Anyone For Karate?

Karate

Club Will

Sponsor ·Program
The USF Karate Club will special program in response
sponsor a program for anyone to many students wanting to
interested in learning about learn more about the club and
karate and joining the club it activities .
J an. 13, during the free hour
The Kara te Club will also
in the UC, room 252.
hold beginning and intermediThe program will consist of ate classes every Monday,
films demonstrating karate, Wednesday, and Thursday
while additional comments nights at 7 p.m. in Gym 005 or
will be made by Major C. L. ,Gym 101. Anyone interested in
Salter, the club's chief in- joining is welcome to attend.
structor. Salter has traveled
intensively throughout the
Orient and is well versed in
the sport of karate, holding
black belts in karate and
other defensive arts.
The club is one of the largest and oldest clubs on campus and it is sponsoring this

INDIVIDUAL WINNERS for South Florida were Binnie in
the 200-yard freestyle, Keene in the 50-yard freestyle, Alap Stelter in the 200-yard individual medley, and Lewkowicz in the
200-yard butterfly.
Mike Berry, freshman swimming star from Coral Gables,
was lost to the Brahmans after the Florida State meet because
of an impacted sinus. Berry gave USF added strength in the
long distance races, events that have given the Brahmans trouble in ,the past. Berry took third in the 1000-yard freestyle and
second in the 500-yard event.
The Brahmans showed fine strength in the 200-yard butterfly and the 100-yard freestyle races by capturing the first two
places in both events. Le,vkowicz and Brazel won the fly while
Binnie and Naffziger paced all swimmers in the sprint.

McNaughton was the only other Brahman swimmer to register a victory against FSU as he swam the 200-yard backstroke in a winning time of 2 :10.2. The Brahmans failed in their
second straight attempt to knock off the Seminoles, as the tribe
defeated USF last year 68-45.

KOINKLEEN

(Fla.) ,

Lewkowicz(USF), Bratel(USF). 2:06,9.
100-vard freestyle - Keene (USF ), Valves- (Fla .J , Naffziger (USFl. so.a.
200-yard backstroke - Bridges (Fla .) ,
Kenning(USF ), McNaughton(USF) . 2:10,S .
500 -y ard freestyle - Page (Fla.}, Smally(USF l , S:20,s .
200-yard breastroke • Kel ly{ USF), Stelter(USF), Fre nch ( F l a. ) 2:26.8.
Three Meter Diving - Link ( Fla.}, Maschino(USFl, Pfaft(USF) 233.4 points.
400-yard freestyle relay • USF (Naffziger, Smally, Brazel, Lewkowicz) no time .

for three meets in five days. With the cold weather and the excessive traveling, it took a lot out of the men's physical condition," Grindy explained.

THE REST of the South Florida swimmers, however, didn't
fare as well as the Seminoles showed its overall power in all
but one of the remaining events.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
CLOCK RADIO
Wake • to • music
$11.88

freestyle

Keene (USF), Volves (Fla.) 22.4.
200.yard individual medley - Freanch
(Fla,) , Stelter ( USF) . 2: 15.5.
One Meter Diving - Bob Link (Fla .),
Maschino {USF), Montgomery(Fla .} 206. 7
points.

:.
\Vhile many of the students were enjoying th e festive holiTHE BRAHMANS shrugged off the two losses and put forth
; ~,,WJ.Y vacation by feasting on turkey and the trimmings or just
~ plain soaking i;p the holiday cheer, the USF swimming team
a real supreme effort in defeating Evansville University, one of
, : ' "i.vas celebrating its vacation with three swimming meets in five the stronger teams in the midwest, as several pool records
days. ;
were set by both teams in the confest.
The Brahmans, however, had little to celebrate though, •
The South Florida team never trailed as USF's 440°yard
· winning only ohe of those meets, a 62-51 triumph over topseeded Evansville University, and losing the other two by con- medley relay team of Mike McNaughton, Bill Kelley, Joe
vincing scores.
Lewkov.,icz and Dave Keene put the Brahmans out front to stay
COACH BOB GRINDEY'S tankers absorbe\l losses both to 1 with a time of 3 :49.2, three seconds better than the Evansville
Florida State and Vanderbilt Universities by almost the same team.
margins. They dropped the first meet to the Seminoles 72-40
The Brahmans established a new pool record in the
and loss two days later to Vanderbilt 71-42.
400-yard freestyle relay as Terry Brazel, Keene, Dave Binnie,
"I thought we dig as good as could be expected for this
time of the year," Grindy summed up, "considering we have and Dave Naffziger turned in record setting pace of 3:24.7. The
most of our swimmers swimming in more than two events." time was also a new USF team record, bettering the old mark
"What probably ,hurt us the most was we had to prepare of 3 :26.6 by almost two seconds.

EVERYTHING IN.

SOAP

f:

Meets, Beat Evansville
•

FREE

Results: 400 vard medley re l ay. Flori da ~
(Strate, Ahe rns, Perkins, Valves) 3: 47. 4.
1,000 • yard freestvle•APPleget (Fla.), ,~,;.;.
Sheehe (Fla .), Smally(USF). 11 ;34.I.
,<
200-yard freestyle - Williams (Fla .),
Naflziger(USF) . 1:47,6.
SO-yard

•"

record in the 400-yard frees tyl e relay when Bruce Williams, Jim , Perkins , Bob
Bridges. and Andy McPherson
swam the event in 3 :21.1 , but
tbe team wasn 't officially entered in the competition. The
record. however, is still recognized.
The Brahmans hope to have
better success when they host
the Georgia Bulldogs this Saturday at 2 p.m. Georgia will
mee t uSF on the tail end of a
three-day road trip.

Diamond Men
To Play Soon
The USF baseball team will
open practice for all new and
returning pitchers and catchers Monday Jan. 13, at 3:30
p.m. The remainder of the
squad will meet a week later,
Jan. 20, at the same time.
All new men trying out for
the team are, welcome as well
as returning players.
The Brahmans will open the '
season Feb. 22, with doubleheader against Saint Leo
College.

Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
Administration Bldg. at
8:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.
by appointment 935-11 '26

I
·

automatically. ·

Built•ln cmtenno,

$15.95 VALUE

SANDWICH
SHOP

HOURS
SUN . ...:. 10 A.M.9 P.M.

YOUR CHECK IS GOOD
WITH STUDENT I.D.

Plan NOW! Register your interests and obtain full information on interview dates
and locations, to assure yourself that you will be interviewed by the firms of your
choke. Also check the Oracle
Bulletin Board for interview

MON.-WED.

9 A.M.-9 _P.M.

WE SPECIALIZE IN

CUBAN & PASTRAMI
SANDWICHES
ALSO

•••w~er•.your PRESCRlPnON

COSTS YOU LESS !
Irina Your Nixf Ptt1'1iption To Ui
... and5nl

PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE TODAY

SUBMARINES
PIZZA
SHRIMP BOX
CHICKEN BOX
FISH BOX

USF PLACEMENT SERVICES
ADM. 280

ext. 2881

To

Male Fashions Change
By JOHN GUGGENHEThf
Feature Editor
Recent male fashion trends
are a reflection of the change
in regimentation in clothing to
bizarre plummage.
There is always a cha nge
i n fashion. But it has never
changed with the impulse that
it has today. Probably the
biggest influence is youth and
the college campus.
MOST CA.'\fPUS male a ttire
ranges from the die-hard

Marketing Club
Being Formed
A marketing club, being
formed on campus now, is
having weekly meetings on
Wednesdays at 2 p.m . in BUS
106.
The club, who hopes to join
a na tiona l fra ternity in ma rketing, sales mana gement a nd
selling within the next month,
is open to anyone interested in
marketing a nd management.
One does not have to be enrolled in the College of Business Administration to be a
·
m ember of the club.

ALMA HARRISON

" Army-Navy" store patron to
the Gant shirt, wing-tip conservative to the newly arr ived
turtleneck and Nehru fas hionplate.
Somewhere in b e t w e e n
there is the middle ground
which is making the major
upset with sociologist, psychologists, and the female
population.
Included in this variety of
plumrnage are professional
athletes, politicians, businessm en, students and, of course,
actors a nd s how people.
IN A RECENT Newsweek
magazine article, it was stated, "Pr ofessional athletes are
flamboyant too. Boston Rro
Sox slugger Ken Harrelson favors powder blue Nehrus ;

New York Jets qi;arterback
Joe Namath re-cently pure h a s e d a $5,000 doublebreasted mink coat; former
Yankee catcher Yogi Berr a
endorses hair spray on television. And Detroit pitcher
Denny McLain ambled onto
the stage of a Detroit nightclub last week to perform at
the electric organ and show
off his $3,000 Russian white
broadtail Nehru jacket, complete with medallion."
Most students are not extreme in their dress, but they
represent what is the here
and now. The " in clothing"
includes double-breasted jackets, meda llions, Edwardian
and Napoleonic outfits, flower ed jeans, and monster or

Dracula shoes. There are also
some e xamples of bad taste
such as m inskirts for men and
see-through b 1 o u s s and
pants, but t hese have been
tried with little success.
Other popular male "peacock" · fashions innovations
are: scarves tied around the
neck in a cowboy fashion, big
shaggy coats, beads, frilled
and ruffled shirts, leather in
everything from jackets to
pants, bell-bottom pants and
velvet Regency suits.
ONE FASHIONABLE coed
probably si.:mmed up t he attitude of most women students,
" There used to be a sociological problem of getting a gift
for a m an oecause you
couldn 't be sure if he would

even wear an identification
bracelet. Now there is s uch a
diversity of gifts to choose
from that you know he will
use. The concept of this revolution is great because now
men can express their creativity and this is changing
t hem for the better."
Still there are a few psychologists who feel this trend
i n men's clothing is an effort
at desexualization in American life. This group feels that
m en's clothes are becoming
m ore like women's, and women'~ clothes a copy of men's.
No matter what the statisticians predict, the peacock
revolution seems only to have
begun. Some leading designers predict men will be wear-

ing fewer and fewer clothes whatever their style.

Bulletin Board Notices should be sent
lo " Direc tor , Campus Publications,
CTR 226" (ext. 618) no later !han noon
Wednesday for publication ! he next
Wednesday.
Send news items d irect to "Editor,
The Oracle, CTR 222 (ext . 619) .

UC 255-6.
· Political Union, 2 p.m., SOC 129.
Senior Accounting Organization, 2
p.m., BUS 107.
Social Chairman Meeti ng, 2 p.m., UC
158.
THURSDAY
Navy Recruiting, 8 a.m ., UC 223.
BIS Luncheon, 11 :50 a .m., UC 255~.
Tourname nt Briefing, noon, UC· 252".
University Religious Council, 4 p. m.,
UC 200.
Esperanto Ctass, 7: 30 p.m ., UC 201.
Gold .Key, 7:30 p.m., UC 202.
Amateur Radio, 7:30 p.m., UC 204.
Student Leg islature, 7:30 _p.m., UC
252.

TUESDAY
Marine Recruiting, 8 11.m., UC 223.
Delta Zeta Social, 9 p.m., UC 255~.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1969
Marine Recruiting, 8 a .m ., UC 223.
Meet the Author, Richard Powell, 2
p.m., UC 252.
Coffee House, 2 p.m., E NA.
Dean F isher Open Discussion, Dorm
Housing, 2 p.m~ UC 251 .

f ives, Tampa Campus (Fellows)

- - Feb. 18-March 11, Langauge Aris
in Pre-school, \Sulloway)

asks you to call or come IQ

Offic:ial Notices
IMPORTANT DATES :
Class Cha nges: Today l hrough
day, Jan. 10 with 510 fee.
Wi! hdrawal-Drop Dea dline with
tial Refund : Today, Jan. 8.
Drop Deadl ine wi!hout Penalty:
31.
"X" Grade Removal Deadline:

World Travel
Center
FOR TICKETS
AND RUERVATIONS

FriParJ an.

vance copies have been d is!rib uted by
the Office of Ca mpus Publications to a
few key offices. The main shipment of
d irectories is expected this next week.
The Student Governmenl wm d istribute
copies in the University Center to students. The Office of Campus Publicat ions will send copies t o fac ulty and
s!aff by campus mail.
1969 AEGEAN deadline for reser vations in CTR 224 is Wednesday, J an. 15.
Tota l payment from students, faculty
a nd s!aff is SJ (SI .50 if the book is to
be ma iled ). No reservations will be accepted after J a n. 15, and no books will
be distri buted or sold in mid-May to
a nyone who does not have a reser vat ion .
AEGEAN SENIOR PORTRAITS will
be taken in CTR 248A Wednesday,
Thurs day a nd Friday, J a n. 15-17, without charge. Silling appointments ,shou ld
be made in advance in the Aegean off ice, CTR 224.

Anywhere-Anytime

NO SERVICE.
CHARGE
PHONE 877-9S66

Campus Date Book
T imes a nd places of organizations
m eeting regu larly a re pasted on t he
University Center lobby liblletin boa rds.
TODAY
Re<:ruil ing, 8 a .m., UC '223.
Sports Ca r Club, 2 ,p.m., UC 202.
Aegean Staff, 2 p.m., UC 203.
PACC, 2 p.m., UC 205.
Bridge Lessons, 2 p.m., UC 251.
E conomics Club Reception, 2
Navy

World Travel Center
2624 Hillsboro Plaza ·
Tampa, Florida

committee

Teaching

on

Brea kfast,

7:30 a.m ., UC 255.

Na vy Recr uiting, 8 a.m., UC -223.
Tampa Bay Psychological Meeting, 1
p.m~ UC 252.
Motorcycle Club, 2 p.m., UC 203.
Tournament Briefing, 2 p.m., UC 251.
Movie : " Da rk at the Top of t he
Stairs", 7:30 p.m., BSA.
Faculty Recital-Edwarlj Preodor, 8:30
p.m .. FAH 101.
Band Dance, 9 p.m., UC 248.
SATURDAY
Ta mpa Bay Psychological Mee ting, 9
•
a.m., UC 252.
Pi Kappa Alpha, 9:30 a.m., Chinsegut .
Aegean Workshops, 10 a .m., UC 47,
158.
Tampa Bay Psychological .Luncheon,
noon, UC 248.
Della Tau Delta, 4 p.m., RAR 235.
Delta Tau Delta Ojnner, 5:30 p.m.,
UC 255-6.
Phi Mu Alpha, 7:30 p.m ., UC 251.
Movie, "Da rk a t the Top of the
Stairs," 7:30 p.m., BSA.
SUNDAY
Pi Kappa Alpha, 9:30 a .m ., Chinsegut.
Tri Della, 6 p.m., UC 252E.
Pi Kappa Alpha Little Sisters, 6:30
p.m. UC 205.
Zeta Beta Ta u, 7 p .m., UC 203.
.Movie, " Dark at the Top of the
Sta irs", 7:30 p.m ., BSA.
MO NDAY
Ma rine Recr uiting, 8 a.m., UC 223.
Personnel Services Seminar Lunch,
noon, UC 255~.
Focus Debate, 7:30 p.m., UC 252.
Secret
' The
Theate r,
Chambe'r
Agent", 8 p.m., BSA.
.. .

.

, . . r ··-..~ .-,·· ~- - ..-. -

FRIDAY

Jan.

24.
Degree Application Deadline: J a n. 24.
Withdrawal Deadline without Penalty:
Feb. 20.
UNIVERSITY DIRECTORIES - Ad-

y,, Airlines
y,, Cruises
y,, Tours

~~~~~

I

~~

I

Co-Op Educ:ation
TODAY
· Co-op · Post-Training Period Confere nce for Co-ops · ma joring in Education
or on Education assignments in Quarte r
I , 2 p.m., EDU 103.
Co-op Post-Training Period Conference for Co - ops ma joring in Business
Administ ration, 2 p.m., BUS 106.
Caree r Planning Conference for students inte rested in assignments in Cooperative Education Program duri ng
Quarters Ill a nd-or IV, E NG 3.
FR IDAY, JAN.10
Co-op Post-Training Per iod Confere nce for Co-ops ma [or ing in Liberal
Arts, 2 p.m., ENG 3.
MONDAY, JAN. 13
Co-op Post-Training Period Confer ence for Co-ops in College of Basic
ing, 2 p.m., ENG 3.
WE DNESDAY, JAN. 15
Co-op Post-Training Period Conference for Co-ops in College of Basic
Stud ies, 2 p.m., E NG J .
Career Planning Conference for sfudents interested in assignments in Cooperative Education P rog ra m d uring
Quarte r 111 'or IV, E NG 4.

More tha n 150 employers are cur rently seeking USF students for Cooperative Education Tra ining assignment for
Quar ter 111 ( Tra ining P eriod star ting
Monday, March 24) . For further information visit or phone 1he Co-op Office,
ENG 37, phone 988-4131, ext . 171.
New ass ignments available for majors in a ll colleges, especially good oppartunities for ma jors in c hemistry, eng ineer ing, account ing.
All s tude nts invited lo attend Career
Pl anning Sessions held each Wednesday. Sign up in advance a t Co-op Office, ENG 37, or come to ENG 37 a t 2
p.m . on Wednesda y for room assign.
ment.

D HEW-National

· : •.
=1

NON,CREDIT CLASSES
Continuing through: (alt at Tampa
Campus: Scheir is Resource Person)
- - Feb. 24, Qua Illy Control· A survey for Inspectors and P roduction Supe rvisors
--Feb. 25, Ma nagement P lanning &
Control t hroug h Effective Budgeting
- - F eb. 25, Improving Advertis ing &
Sales Promotion
- - F eb. 27, Pri nciples of Computer
Programming
- - F eb. 26, Business F inance: Finan•
cial P rob lems of Managing Sm. & i.,.
t erm. Fir ms
- - Feb. 27, Th e Constitu tion, F undamenta l Rights, and the Supreme Court
- - Feb. 27, Understanding Huma n
Behavior in P,us iness and Industry
- - Feb. 27, Investm ents for Individuals : Introduction to the Stock Market
- - Feb. 28, Funda menta l of Security
Ana l:,,sis
- - F eb. 28, J ob Analysis a nd Evlauat ion
Beginning in J anuary and Februray
(all a t Tampa Cam pus }
- -Jan. 14-Feb. 4, Child Growth a nd
Development (Sulloway)
- -J a n. 14-March 25, Theatre Appreciation (Su lloway)
----Jan. 16-Fe b. 20, Shakespeare,
(Sulloway}

Center

for

A $1000 grant to purchase
equipment to s upport biomedical graduate student r esearch
projects has been awarded
USF by the Mobil Chemical
Company, P hiladelphia, Pa.
The equipment will be purchased under the supervisian
of Dr. William H. Taft, direc•
tor of sponsored research,
with the scientific advice of
Dr . Alfred H. Lawton, a ssociate dean of academic aifair s,
for projects rela ted to cer tain
aspects of the phosphate industry.

JANUARY 15
General M otors Corp. ( AC Electronics
Div. }: Engrs, Physicists , math; phys-

WE CARRY A HUGE SELECTION
OF FOREIGN AUTOMOBILE PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES

4218 N. FLA. AVE.

Beginning in March (alt at Tampa
Campus}

- -March 10-May 12, Orga niza tion
Improvement and Control of Office Se rv ices and Ope ra!ions (Schier)
- -Ma rch 11-May 12, Capital Budge ting and t he Financ ia l Problems of
Asset Acquisition (Sc hier}
- -Mar ch 11-May 13, Family F ina ncial Secur ity (Sch ier)
--March 11-Ma y 13, Wage and Sa lary Administration (Schier}
- - Ma rch 11-May 15, PL-1 Programm ing (Sc hier )
-. - March 12-May 14, Business Finance : Financial Problems of Managing
Sm & lnte rm. Firms (Schier)
- -March 12-May 14, Current Concepts in Performa nce A p p r a i s a I
(Sch ie r)
- -March 13-May 15, Cost Reduction
a nd Cost Control (Schier )
- - Ma rch 13-May 15, Investments for
Individua ls: Introduction to the Stock
Market (Schier}
- '- Ma rch 14-May 16, Applications of
,EDP for reduction Control & Inventor y Control Mgrs. (Schier)
--March 14-May 23, Fundamenta ls
of Secu rity Analys is (S chier)
- - Mar ch 25-April 15, Art ln Preschool (Sulloway}

SOPH'S-JR'S-SENIORS
1. LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING CAREER?
2. WANT YOUR SERVICE TIME
TO PAYOFF?

FLY. NAVY!

Health

Sta tistics : Trainee positions for s ta tistic ians & soc. sc i. analysts, grades
GS-5&7; sociolog y, statistics, m ath,
econ. & psych.
JANUARY 14
F ireman's Fund American Insurance
Co: Trainee p rogra m for unde rwri ting
claims, & adminis; a ll ma jors . F la.
State Univ, Talla hassee, Fla : La w students; a ll interested in Law School.

PARTS,INC.

USF Granted $1000
By Chemical Firm

Co-Op Plac:ement

The following organiza tions will' be interviewing on cam pus. Check with
Placement, ADM 277, ext. 2895, for interv iew locations, to schedule appointments, or tor furt he r informat ion.
,
JANUARYl l

---~~-------~~--'I:
........

e

Placement Services

.

', STEREO TAPES!
1

'Bizarre'
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SEE THE "FLY NAVY TEAM"

your newest bagthe duffle pant
Win friends and influen ce people
with our daisy print flared leg pan t,
swaggering low over your h eels.
Plus th e curl of a cotton kn i t
t urt leneck • • • imported from
Italy. Pant in red/ yellow/ navy, 513, $9. T urtle in navy or white, SM-L, $5.
" The P lace for Young Juniors'',
all st ores except Gandy Blvd. Store
for Homes.

ON CAMPUS
ROOM223

UNIVERSITY CENTER

ics, m ath, EE, ME, 1IE, Chem E.
J ANUARY 17

Hallmark Cards, Inc: A~t ists; Fine
art, com. a rt, gra phics, a r t ed. Welts,
Langy, Ehrich & Be ra : Jr. Acctgs ;
acctg.

FLY WITH THE BOLD ONES!

JANUARY 20

FLORIDA

Tra ns World Airlines : Engr ; CE, EE,
IE, ME.
JANUARY 21

Atlanta Public Schools, Atlanl1, Ga:
Elm & sec. tea chers, couselor, s uper,
prin; elem & sec. educ, m.s. for adm
pasit ions . s outher n , Bell Telephon e :
e ngrs, ma th, phy, adm; bus, engr,
m ath phy.
JANUARY 22
ARO, Inc. (Arnotd AF) : •Engrs , math,
physicists ; E E, ME, ma th, physics.
Georgia Power Co: Design e ngr, rela y
t est, ope rat ions tech, sa les engr; mech
& e lec e ngrs. Ring M ahony, Arner: J r.
a ccts, acctg. Westinghouse Elec: Research, d evel, desig n, prod sa les, eng r,
s a les, pu rchas, mgt, com sys; engrs.
Ca ll fields}.
JANUARY 23

Olin Math ieson Chem. Corp : Resea rch devel. , s ales, product, design,
a cctg, mktg, fin analys is; chE, EE, IE,
ME, Chem, acc tg, mktg, finance. Orleans P a rish School Boar(!, New Or•
leans, La : Elm & sec teachers ; educaiton. Pinellas Schools : Elem & sec
t eachers; elem & sec educ. Conlinental
Ca n Co: Prod. Super, qua lity control,
ind . rel. , fin, ind. engr, ma nuf; ind
mgt, fin, a cctg, IE , ME, ECON.
J ANUA RY 24
ApplicaFederal Communica tions:
1ions, Opera tional, research, engr. mgt ;
e lectrical e ngr.

"LARGEST SELECTION OF TAPES IN TAMPA"

TAPE
TOWN

OPEN

Man., Thurs., & Fri. 9 ta 9
Tue5., Wed, & Sat, 9 ta 6

Phone

872-844.4

(

411S HENDERSON
BLVD.

AUTO STEREO

Continuing Education
PROGRAM PROJ ECTION
J a n. 9-10, Aviation Semina r, Ta mpa
Ca mpus (Fellows)
J an. 21-24, Funda menta ls of Super vlllves, Tampa Campus ( Fellows )
March 12-14, Ma na ge ment by Objec-

WELCOMEBACKroUSF
No clowns . No hoopla •. No
funny hats.
This is an event for the serious
car buyer. The man who has X number of dollars ·to spend and is determined to get his money's worth and
maybe more.
Come to a Chevrolet Showroom
during our Value Showdown.
Ask the man to show you, on
p aper, how you can order most any

1969 Chevrolet with a big V8 and
automatic transmission for less than
you could last year.
time.
Come in and spendDig, probe, ask questions, take notes.
You owe it to yourself to be thorough.·
Go for a drive.
Get a free sample of Chevrolet's
luxurious full-coil, cushioned ride.
Shut the windows and see how fresh
the interior stays, thanks to Astro

some

Ventilation. Feel the kick of the biggest standard V8 in our field.
' Th en go down t he street or across
town and see how we stack up against
· ·
Those Other Cars.
We think you'll wind ·up with a
Chevy.
More people do, you know.

cau§M·fii•

Puttlni you first, keeps us first.

/

EVERY ·.DAY • • • SAVE TIME AND MONEY
University Center Snack Bar, UCSpeedline - Science Center

FOOD SERVICE from M O RRISON 1 S
GOOD FOOD AT AFFORDABL E PRICES

The Chevrolet
Value Showdown ison.

0. ~ .
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CSO Slates
Fun Quarter
A hayride, a coffee house, a

Tri Delt Sister

.Flies With Pan Am
Lisa Moody, a 1968 graduat.e of USF and sisier of Tri
' Delta sorority,
recently
'graduated from Pan Am's
,International
Stewardess
· CoUege. She will be flying
from Miami to New York,
_Buenos Aires, Mexico City,
San Juan, Lisbon, Barcelona, Nice and R-Ome.

forum on student rights, and a
Greek Orthodox Easter rite
service are some of the activities which the Catholic Student Organization has tentatively scheduled for this quarter.
According to Sarah Smith,
2CBS, program committee
chairman, these activities are
open to e v e r yo n e, nonCatholics and Catholics alike.
'Miss Smith's 15-member
committee will conduct a
membership drive Jan. 13-17,
in the UC lobby.
Membership is open to all
Catholic students and the
committee wants to involve
more commuting students
with the organization.
In addition to offering religious, social, outdoor, and
forum-type functions, the organization will continue the

Are You An All Time

LIKE CHARLIE BROWN?

Enter the
/11

f

u.c.
=~/lournaments!!

~

3:30 a,m, NUMBER 8

rc:

philip runnels

~

u.
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WELL, THANKSGIVING'S
For a change or pace, catch
script" and "The Old Boy."
OVER, CHRIST 1\1 A S IS. the one, the only, the greatest'
THIS WEEK ON GOOD
OVER, the post - Christmas show on earth, The Ringling
spirit is gone, New Year's Bros. and Barnum & Bailey OLD CHANNEL 3 . . . Who

is "Sean Kenny?" tonight at
10:30. A look into the imagination and ambitions of the
theatre and entertainment
architect who created the Gyrotron at Expo 67. • • The
story of Mary Stuart with
prints, engrctvings and film of
her countryside on "Footprints" Sunday at 6.
PBL presents the Polish Laboratory Theatre' s perfor'\
2-<l LOEB-LEOPARD
mance of "Akropolis'' at 8
As far as Movies are going Sunday . • • "The Film Genin the area, something good eration" (Sunday at 10) is the
and bad has come about over first of an eight-part series
the break. The Skyway (near- examining the personal vision
est passion pit) has raised its of the independent filmmakpr ices to $1 and (that's bad er. Demonstrating significant
Sorority rush began ThursTHE CUR.RENT PRODUC- • • • booo). But, they're pre- trends, this program includes
G e o r g e Lucan's "THXday with a convocation pre- · TION IS CHUCK-FULL of senting first-run D r i v e-I n
sented by the Panhellenic bright spots that are pure de- flicks (that's good . • • yea). 1138-4EB" and an excerpt from
Council offices for all rushees. light. The cast, some nine " Rachel, Rachel" is currently Donn Pennebaker's " Don't
Gail Malcolm, Panhellenic strong, came ·to Tampa from showing and "Helga's" on Look Back."
rush chairman, explained the an extended run in Atlanta, tap. Steve McQueen is reportFriday at 9 '~The Tin Whisrush system and the rush ad- and have polished the difficult ed to have _done a fab job as tle" on . NET P layhouse. It's
visors 'program. Rush advi- exaggerations into comic ·re- " Bullitt" at the Tampa .• ,
Richard S. Burdick's prizesors from each sorority as- lief that keeps you smiling, if he's a cop.
winning play concerning an
, sisted and spoke to prospec- not laughing, constantly. Muadolescent boy who uses
tive rushees.
sical numbers of the 1920 vinTHIS WEEK IN THE witchcraft .to put a curse on
Rush week ended Monday tage are woven in artfully HOME MOVIE SECTION: To- two of his teachers at school
night when new pledges re- and the "Boo-Hiss," "Yeaaa" night on 10 at 9 • • • Orson . . • Bill Buckley makes the
ceived their pledge bids and assistance from the audience Wells in "Compulsion." Two , week complete with an intermet their new sororities.
gives the show a loose, un- youths are tried for a "thrill" v iew Tuesday at 8 with' Orson
Following rush week will be kempt flavor that is relaxing. murder. Based on the Loeb- Becj..n discussing "Actors and
a period of . open bidding.
Leopold case of the 1920's Politics."
Try to catch it at the Holi- . • . Bert Lancaster as the
Those girls who did not participate in formal rush have days with its intimate, unhur- "Birdman of Alcatraz" will
We have another candidate
the opportunity to meet the ried atmosphere and gracious be a ired Saturday night at , 9
for the Look What Great Inhost,
Jerry
Schwartz.
sorority of their choice and
on 8. The true story-of Robert
sights I Have Department. A
pledge.
Stroud, the life-sentence pris* * *
Mrs. C. B. E. wrQte the
Further information can be
Unless you've kept yourself oner who became a self- Tampa Tribune-Times Sunday
obtained in the Student Orgalocked up for the last three ta ught authority and author and praised Bernie McGovern
nizations office in the Univerweeks, going cold-turkey, etc., on bird · diseases . . . "The for racking "Candy' because
sity Center (UC 156-A).
you know that the Asolo Thea- Miracle Worker" With Anne after she left the theatre upon
tre Festival is . giving three Bancroft and Patty Duke is seeing "it," she felt she "had
performances at the Falk slated for Tuesday at 9 on 8. been down with a bunch of
The story of Helen Keller a nd
old hogs, wallowing in slime
Theatre: G e o r g e Bernard
Shaw's "The Arms and the Annie Sullivan.
and mud covered with the
Man'' on Thursday and FtiOn WUSF-TV's Play of the same." She knew the book
day and Moliere's
" The Week tonight: "The Legend of had been banned in Tampa
Misanthrope"
on
Saturday
Lovers" at 8 • . . on WUSF- and couldn't understand why.Teachers of inmates at
Florid'a's correctional institu- with a curtain of 8 :30 for all FM: Odetta, Dick Gregory after doing this, Mayor Greco
tions will get in-service train- three a nd student tickets run- and Leslie Grinage examine let the film run. Isn't it funny
ing from USF in a program ning $1.50 by mail order. So I · the problem of the Negro in how those who know the book
pla nned by the University and won't' bother to mention it society at 8 :30 Thursday .. . , has been banned go· see the
Radio Theatre Frida y at 9 movie . . . and stay until the
the Florida Division o f here.
presents two productions from end even though they sit
Cor rections.
IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR
tbe
1968 Radio Production De- through scene afte_r scene
Clarence Collier, assistant
professor of. education, will SOlME BALLET in the . Bay velopment Project: "Tran- after scene of slime and mud?
tra vel to institutions during Area, voila ! The National Balthe regular quarter _ ttrek. let of Washington will be ap- ·
More than 200 vocational in- pearing at the Bayfront Cens tructors employed in seven ter Friday at 8:15 p.m. as~
correctional institutions will part of the Florida P res byteenroll in credit courses lead- r ian Artist Series.
ing toward' certification.
"folk mass" held on Sunday
evenings. A folk mass is one
in which the mass liturgy is
sung to the accompaniment of
guitars, and contemporary
songs, such as "The Sounds of
Silence," are included in the
service.
The folk mass is held in addition to three regular morning masses. Total attendance
has been about 300 students
for all masses.

Greek Rush
On The Move

Eve is over, and New Year's
day is over . . . speaking of
booze: The most delightful
and refreshing gulp over the
Holidays came last Friday
e v e n i n g when I had
the opportunity of viewing
" The Drunkard" in its opening night at the Holiday Dinner Theatre. Originally presented in Boston in 1844 as a
temperance play and billed as
a moral, domestic drama depicting the decay caused by
Demon Rum, the melodrama
has had more showings than
any other play,_ save Uncle
Tom and his Cabin.

Circus this Friday through
Monday at the Bayfront Center. Tickets average $3 and
are available _at area Ward
stores . . . If you've never
seen " The Fantasticks," make
sure it doesn't pass you by
this tin}.e: it's opening Jan. 22
for a four day run with the U
of Tampa's Drama · Depart~
ment.

USF To Train
Teachers Of
Inmates

·Playtex·invents the first-day taml)Onnl
(We took-the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky {not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent •••it even protects on
your first day. Your, worst day!
In every lab test against the old-cardboardy kind •••
the Playtex tampon was al~ys more ab~ rbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leadingregular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect eve"('/
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap ·
is almost zero!
Try it fast.
_:
Why live in.the past?
;

MAKE AMERICA ABETTER ·PLACE.

PY 2-4 llARVEY, HORSES
Have some scattered bits
and gobbles on happenings in
the area that you -may want to
look into . . . Opening Jar-iuary 29 at the Holiday Dinner
Theatre, "Tobacco Road"
.. -. Open nex t Wednesday at
the Tampa Community Theatre, ".Harvey" (the six-foot
r abbit ). . • The Clearwa ter
Little Theatre is currently
presenting "The Lion in Winter," a pseudo-historical comedy by J a mes Goldman with a
$2.50 admission.

I
I

,j

ABE BURROW'S "THE
CACTUS FWWER'' opens
Jan. 23 for a three day run at
the Bayfront Center • • • The
Herrm ann Royal Lipizzan Stallions will ride into the Curtis
Hixon Hall Jan. 26 .•• Have
received some fine r eports
that the "Down Under" at
Beach Drive and Central in St.
Pete · bas much to offer the
Seeker of Truth and Wisdom
. . . Victor Borge and The
Arbors are coming to Curtis
Hixon J a n. 24 sponsored by
the Meninak Charities (more
la ter) .

when it comes to money matters,

just try us.
Seek the counsel of experts when it comes to money
matters.
Maximize the use of your capital. Improve your callee- _.
tion procedures. Speed your cash flow. Use your money
more efficiently.
Take advantage of the experienced and dependable
.·financial advice available at our bank. Visit our commercial banking department. You won't regret it.

*- EXCHANGE BANK
9385 56th St. 988-1112

Uncommitted
-Rush Listed
The Inter-fraternity Council

will sponsor an open rush this
week should th~re be undecided or uncommitted rushees
following r egular rush activities.
Rush began with an orientation last Friday night followed
by visits to six fraternities
tha.t night a nd seven the following evening.
Sunday participants picked
up bids a nd attended formal
r ush. The following day
r u s h e e s ' g r a d e s were
checked.
Pledging began at 7 p.m.
last night.

1-M Meeting Set
There will be a ma ndatory
meeting for all athletic intramural chairman Monday in
PED 144 at 2 p.m. All representatives must attend.
j

Of all_theways America can grow, one way is by
learning from others.
·
There are things you ca:n learn in the Peace
Corps you can't learn anywhere else.
You could start an irrigation program: And
find that crabgrass and front lawns look a little
ridiculous.When there isn't enough wheat to go
around in Nepal.

You could be the outsider who helps bring a
Jamaican fishing village to life, for the first time
in three hundred years. And you could wonder if
your country has outsiders enough. In Watts. In
Detroit.In Appalachia. On its Indian reservations.
Last year, fo r the first time, Peace Corps·
alumni outnumbered Volunteers who are now out
at work overseas.

By 1980, 200,000 Peace Corps alumni will
be living their lives in every part of America.
There are those who think you can't change
the world in the Peace Corps.
On the other hand, maybe it's not just what
you do in the Peace Corps that counts.
But what you do when you get back. a
The Peace Corps, Washington, D.C. 20525. ~
A:', umsi:.r;. wsu: !IUTUJFO~ ti-l!P'..:al.lC GOCO

t
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Theatre Plans Big Quarter
By DOUG KAYE
Corresponoont
The catch-phrase for Theatre USF this quarter is
" Ver-ry Eenteresting."
The schedule includes two
major productions, "T h e
Physicists," and "The Inferna l Machine;" weekly Experimental Theatre projects ; and
a senior project production of
" Odd Couple."
Of the major productions,
first on the agenda is "The
Physicists," by Friedrich Durrenmatt, opening Jan. 30.

I

j

THE CENTRAL characters
are, as might be inferred,
three physicists and a lady
psychiatrist (who is not necessarily inferred from the title.)
However, these are not normal physicists - they are
ward-mates in a s,\nitarium.
One thinks he is Sir Isaac
Newton; another thinks he is
Albert Einstein. The third
knows who he is, but King
Solomon comes to him with
messages, so it doesn't matter
if he knows his identity or not.
After all, the question of
identity is a moot point, since
the audience is likely to get as
confused as anybody on stage.
They are all looked after by a
sweet old hunchbacked lady
psychiatrist who keeps everything under control - except
murder.
THE PRODOCTION, directed by Peter B. O'Sullivan
theatre professor, and designed by William A. Lorenzen III, will be presented on
Centre Stage Jan. 30, 31 and
Feb. 1, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, and 15.
Tickets will be available later
this month.
.Following in March is "The

EXNAUST"ED?
- UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
CLIFF'S NOTES!
OVER 175 TITLES

$1 EACH

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68501

York for several years.
William A. Lorenzen III is
designing the show which will · Starting this quarter, USF's
be presented March 6, 7, 8, 13, Experimental Theatre will
14 and 15 at 8 :30 p.m. in the stage a presentation every
Fr iday at free hour (2 p.m.),
·
Theatre.

G0

What's The Agenda?

Annual Art Auction
Brings In $4,730

was little of value offered for
By LAURA SCHWARTZ
CONCERTS AND RECITALS:
sale. Calvin Sparks' paintings
Staff Writer
Edward Preodor, violin, Friand Professor Ra mpolla's
day at 8 :30 p.m. in the Fine
The Fourth Annual Fine prints were exceptional. But
Arts Auditorium.
University Brass Quintet, Arts Auction was held Novem- there was an evident restraint
Jart. 21 at 8 :30 p.m. in the her 24, in the Fine Arts patio of better work by capable stuearning $4,370. $1,889 will go dents and lack o.f participaFine Arts Auditorium.
Jerald Reynolds, baritone, to the individual students who tion on the part of the faculty.
Jan. 24 at 8:30 p.m. in the donated pieces. $2,481 (from
REALIZING THESE elestudent and total faculty
Fine Arts Auditoriu.
ments, is it not a bit of a
The Baroque ch amber sales) will go the USF
Players of India na University Foundation, Art Scholarship sham for the art department
to ·allow poorer work to be
in the Artist Series Jan. 26 at Fund. .
Attendance offered evidence presented before an invited
8:30 p.m. in the Theatre.
EXaIBITIONS: Donald J . of public interest in the art audience from which the deSaff, chairman of the Depart- field. However, the auction partment is soliciting finanment of Visual Arts, has a disclosed a complex field of dal support? This problem
one-man show opening today artistic and commercial prob- could be approached in the fua nd running through Jan. 31 lems and questions: what mo- ture by the development of a
tivated the audience to choose jury to preview submitted
in the Teaching Gallery.
Lithographs from the Ta- the particular works i t works.
Finally, the auction promarind Workshop opens today bought; why was th ere no
the vokes perhaps the most ethifor
·
standard
qualitative
and runs through Jan. 31 in
works to meet before th eir cally penetrating of all the
the Library Gallery.
First Quarter Visual Arts submission, a nd what respon- questions. Should a qualitative
sibilities does the auction im- standard be determ ined. The
Students Exhibition opens
Thursday and runs through pose on th e individual stu- event would direct each contributing student to the cruJ an. 31 in the Theatre Gal- dent?
THE RESULTS OF THE cial point of r esolving the tenlery.
LECTURES: Martin Fried- auction reflected an audience s ion o f the personalman, director of the Walker concern for decorative value. commercial balanced involved
' Art'"" t:en~er fa -•-Minneapolis,.:--. Because - of =i~ - -e-v-i-d en t ~ ~ p_ro!Jloting his own work.
Like any artist in any field,
will give a lecture Thursday craftsmanship and utility, ceat 10 a.m. in the Fine Arts ramie work · offered t he he needs financial reinforcestrongest appeal. Tritely con- ment for both physical supAuditorium.
PRODUCTIONS: "The Low- ceived and· poorly executed port and psychological enland Sea" by Alec Wilder, an paintings often sold for large couragement. How far can the
opera production, Jan. 17-18 sums, while articulate work student go, therefore, to make
at 8:30 p.m. in Theatre Cen- frequently went unnoticed or his work saleable without
underpriced. It seems the commercially prostituting his
tre.
"The Birds" by Arista- auction was generally sup-· artistic integrity? And, comphanes, a Chamber Theatre ported by a combination of ing full circle, if the student
production by the Speech De- elements - a iack of aesthet- · does contribute only those
partment, J an. 24-25 at 8 p.m. ic discrimination on the one works he aesthetically rehand, and simple artistic in- spects, is he going to receive
in the Theatre.
the substantial price it de"The .Physicists" by Duer- terest on the other.
This is not to say that there serves from the community?
renmatt a Theatre USF production, Jan. 30-Feb. 1 at 8:30 _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

::....:....==~

Research Indicates

DIAMOND MEIICHAHT8 01'.,\MUICil

RDoN~s

l~t~;t~i1iir;i!i~tar ~

Slow Readers Here

"There are a great m any
students at USF who are poor
readers and gross underachievers."

r·::. ·•·
}: ::•~ · .

I~:,,

'

SH09PING CENTER

op study skills, such as skimming, outlining and memorizing.

Slates Two Shows

Focus Debate

Set Monday

Martin Friedman
To Speak On

l

NORTH GATE Shopping Center
9013 N. FLOIRDA AVE.

OTHER STORES IN: ST. PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER,
BRADENTON, PLANT CITY AND LAKELAND

'Broken String'
Reopens Sunday

USF Directories

~

Out Next Week

I
•

beginning Jan. 9

•
SUITS & SPORTCOATS
TROUSE RS & SHIRTS
SWEATERS & TIES

•
ON ANY OF
JERRY'S GREAT

From our Regular Stock
At Drastically Reduced Prices

PIZZAS

USF OFFERS a developf!1ental reading course for students who are concerned
about their reading abilities.
The reading labs make availa ble v a r i o u s mechanical
means of improving r eading
skills.

Sorry only one

OPEN MO NDAY ANO FRIDAY 'Tll 9 P.M.

Co upon per Pina

k

The Craig controlled r eader,
which improves r e a d i n g
speed, and' the Tachistoscope,
which develops vis ual percep. tion a re among these.

M E N 'S W

Delivery
Service 50c
FREE ON ORDER
OVER $7.00

TERRACE
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER

Mrs . E va Pride, reading
clinician, said the reading development program d e a 1s
with improving both macular
and' peripheral vision.
The course also offers help
to st~ents who need to devel-

TERRACE .i

New Sculpture

CLEARANCE SALE

THE REPORT also showed
that.in comparison with a previous survey (1961-64) USF
students had, on the average,
r egressed. When compared .
with the national nor ms, how- ,
ever, USF stud'ents are still
above average. The survey
was made through the Diagnostic Reading Test (DRT)
given to all incoming students. and was based on a
sample of 4,000. It was formula ted by William Anton, r esearch associate for the Developmental Center. The surve y included comparisons of
vocabulary, comprehension,
and total scores. Based on' the
findings, i t recommended
"that remedial action be initia ted."

. Jv,t,Soy
,i CHAIGI
IT

IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON'S
TERRACE PLAZA MALL 8876 56th STREET
AND

it

moving from last quarter's
Monday time slot.
And, another change has '
been made. If a performance , _
is too lollg for the hour allot- :---~
ment, it will be presented "'
"The Devil You Say," a sarfrom 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Friday.
<lonic Readers' Theatre piece
" The Secret Agent" by Jo- dull and unfeeling life into a
Productions will start Jan. created by Raymond SchneiConrad will be presented tragic shambles of insensitivseph
17.
THE AFTERNOON Experi- der, associate professor of as a Chamber Theatre pro- ity, murder and destruction
mental Theatre performances speech, will be the first Coffee duc tion Monday and Tuesday for himself, his family, and
associates.
are an effort on the part of House production this quarter evening at 8 o'clock in the his revolutionary
AudiAdministration
Business
narrator
THE
USING
Theatre USF to create a regU- by the speech department.
torium.
charter on stage, this Ch~
lar performance company,
Featuring Marsha Zukowski ber Theatre production'· J;.~
Billed as a Readers' Theaacting and technical people
alike, using students enrolled tre Romp with the Devil, the and Walt Jones, the story veals the irony and contempt
in the Experimental Theatre presentation will be staged presents a wry commentar y with which Conrad viewed th.eon the irony of humanity's in- failure of people too lazy 'to_
performance class. The class
is scheduled from 3 p.m. to 5 Jan. 15 and repeated Jan. 22 ability to communicate, with communicate and ur:derstancf
p.m., Monday through Friday, at 2 p.m. in the Engineering the inevitable tragic conse- the feelings of those closest to
quences.
them.
to provide rehearsal time Auditorium.
THE STORY IS centered
The cast features Walt
within the school day.
" 'The Devil You Say' 1s no ar ound the life of a double Jones as the narrator, Geoi,ge
The program started in 1966 Rosemary's
said agent in London in the 1800's.
Baby,"
Geiger as Conrad Ossipon,
with Ionesco's " The Lesson,"
Schneider, " but there is a Surrounded by inept anar- P hilip Runnels as the Profes•
and has been under the superkind of demonic syndrome - chists, the secret agent is or- sor, Bill Peterson as Mr. Ver-vision of Jack Belt, theatre
that runs through cer tain dered to commit a bomb out- loc, Marsha Zukowski as Mrsi
professor, since then.
kinds of literature just . a s a rage against society. Unable Verloc, Dave Tatelman as the
Productions were sparse
fascination with what looks di- to muster the courage neces- retarded Stevie. Doua Rosenduring the first year, but al" - .
abolic persists in our culture sary to throw the bomb, he trater as Mr. Vladimir,
Bob
ternated with Readers' Theato ex- enlists the aid of his retar ded Inez as Chief Inspector Neat, ·:.
trying
l)Ot
We're
today.
tre presentations during Quarercise it in 'The Devil You brother-in-law.
and Scott Taylor as the Ca_b_ters I and II of 1967-68.
let a little huThe consequences turn his Driver. The production· isQuarter III was the begin- Say,' but we do
being staged by Richard -~
ning of the performance class morous light on the subject worse," SchneiSteck. There is no admission ·, .
and the students involved par- for better or
,_'charge.
ticipated in improvisati0nal der continued.
"The Devil You Say" inprograms. Last quarter the
shows were on a weekly basis, cludes short stor ies by W.
with student directors pre- Somerset Maugham, C. S.
s e n t i n g students' original Lewis, Stephen Vincent Benet,
The first of three F ocus Descripts as well as published anll others with poetry by
to be held during Quar bates
scripts.
Margaret Walker and Vachel
will be on Monday eveII
ter
EXPERIMENTAL Theatre Lindsay. Included in the cast
ning Jan. 13, a t 7:30 in UC
presentations are classroom are Walt Jones, C 1air e
252.
projects, supervised by in- Sternberg, Joe Favota, Kathie
The topic of the debate will
structors. Only USF students Ford, Frank Couch, Jeannie
be : "Should student newspaand staff are invited to ob- Lamka, Kelly Salance, and
pers such as The Ora cle be
serve their efforts. One of the Pat Lakin.
free -of faculty and adtotally
performances scheduled is the
ministrative control."
nation-wide hit "Hair" which
Jim Palmer, assistant prowill run Feb. 9,. 10, and 11.
£
fessor of English, will take
The play wm run for three
;Ji
Experienced
"Eight
• the stand for complete freedays because of the large atCosmetologists To Serve You"
dom from control.
tendance anticipated. The stuSpeaking in favor of admindent production will be directistrative control will be Dr.
ed by John Greco, theatre
Arthur Sanderson, Publisher
BEAUTY SALO~
major.
of The Oracle and professor of
Temple Terrace Shopping Center
Director
Friedman,
Martin
The Experimental Theatre
Phone 999-2799
journalism.
program also sponsors Senior of the Walker Art Center in
Projects, final directing and Minneapolis, Minnesota, will
designing assignments re- speak on ' 'The New American
quired for graduating Theatre Sculpture" in the Fine Arts
Arts majors. These projects Humanities Building (Room
are usually presented Mon- 101) at 10 a.m. Thursd'ay.
day, Tuesday, and Wednesday.
Friedman is being brought
nights on Centre Stage.
to Tampa by the Florida State
Coming up this quarter is Fair to jury its annual Fine
Neil Simon's "The Odd Cou- Arts Exh_ibition which opens
ple," directed by Brion Black February 4. He is known for
a nd designed by Lee Ann the development of many inHickox. The hit comedy will ternationally important exhibe presented Feb. 24, 25, and bitions at his institution and
26, at 8 :30 p.m. Admission is abroad.
free, but restricted to USF
Widely admired for his
students, staff and personnel.
scholarship, he has contributed articles to: Arts, Art
News, Art International,
Quantrum, the New York
Times, and other leading jourThe Broken String Coffee nals.
House, originating last quarThe public is invited to atter in the University Chapel tend the lecture. There is no
Fellowship Building on "Relicharge.
gion Row," will have its Quarter II Preview this Sunday beginning at 7 :30 p.m.
MEN'S WEAR
Rick Norcross, master of
ceremonies, promises folk
singers, old films (this week:
Episode Number 1 of "The
Student Directories for 1968Phantom City"), poetry read/ '
ings . .• "and many things of 69 will be available next week
IN
PLEASURE
TAKES
interest . . . all for 35 cents," at the Student Center. StuANNOUNCING ITS ANNUAL
said Norcross. Free coffee, dents may inquire at the PubOffice.
lications
too. .

This observation was issued
in a r esearch report Dec. 2,
1968, by the Developmental
Center.

18-KARAT GOLD DIAMOND BRIDAL SETS

3924 BRITTON PLAZA

Speech Department

ai~.;a

The Calender of Events for
the fine arts during January
is -as follows:

,oyment
Plan

n
--~

***

fine Arts
Calendar
Presented
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Infernal Machine," Jean Cocteau's version of the Oedipu;
Rex legend. Everybody has
heard the story somewhere the King of Thebes who killed
his father and married his
mother.
playwright
French
The
takes the legend and remolds
it, detailing incidents which in
Sophocles are mere exposition.
. In doing so, Cocteau shows
how the machine of Fate is
wound up for the express purpose of annihilating a human
.being.
DIRECTOR FOR " The Infernal Machine" is Carl Williams who started teaching
theatre courses at USF in
Sept. Before coming here,
Williams had been tea_ching
and directing theatre in New

p.m. at Centre Stage.

-
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Phone
988-7391.
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EAR

Two Stores

1707 S. Dale Mabry and N orthgate
"It must fit right to merit a Kirby's label"

Miami Pop Festival· Prodigious
10- U. of South Florida, January 8,

By MAXINE KAMIN

Fine Arts Editor

Unique sounding music, contemporary art displays, colorful
balloons, whizizng frizb ees, and thousands of comfortably clad
young people serenely enj oying themselves were characteristic
of the Miami Pop Festival held Dec. 28-30 at Gulfstream Park,
Hallendale, F1a.
The Festival was produced by Arena Associates, the Los
~ngeles-Hawaii • Miami Company that produced similar festivals on the West Coast in 1967 as well as the Monterey International Pop Festival.
THERE WERE MORE_ THAN 30 acts presented at the
Miami gathering, and t he crowds showed mature appreciation
"for all the varjed music types. The Miami papers seemed almost disappointed that th'e spectators were· so intent on enjoying the music, people and relaxing environment instead of
screaming, stomping and creating a riot.
The musical entertainment - - - - - - - - - - was not the only reason so car and bringing the asker a
many people came and stayed pack of matches.
for 10 hours each day, sitting
SO, FOR MOST, the Pop
on asphalt at times cushioned
by blankets, while the weath- Festival was "a happy event"
er changed from cool to hot to be remembered as a place
where music and art were enand back to cool.
joyed, , and many friends
THEY CAME to meet made.
young people with common in- •
If more festivals are being
terests and similar tastes, to
planned for the future , young
find out about different cities
people will be given chances
' all over the world (the United
to participate in this · kind of
Sta_tes was not the only counexperience again
wonderful
try represented at the festithose who couldn't
maybe
and
val) and to exchange feelings
make it this time will be able
and ideas.
to make it next time,
THE 001\ffiADESHIP within the park and even on the
highways surrounding the
area was of unbelievable
(THE FOLLOWING is a
warmth. While the performers brief account of the Miami
were on stage, former strang- Pop Festival, written by one
ers leaned on new friends' of our correspondents.)
shoulders, a request for a cigThe race horses qQartered
arette was always granted by ·at Gulfstream Park, site of
several people offering vari- the mass musical turn-on, will
ous brands.
never be-the same after expeOn the highways, cars in riencing Country Joe and the
wrong lanes en route to the Fish and Canned Heat.
Festival were willingly let in
by others with the same destiNEITHER WILL the
nation. A ca!J" for a match by 100,00 plus audience that
someone stopped at a red · grooved the three-day festilight was answered ,,by a _val, absorbing the vibrations
"Festiver" getting o.ut of his of the top names in soul,

a',lARVIN GAYE

. .• "Grape Vine"
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Honest-toPepsi taste!

.PEPSI•--·
COLA

I

I

!
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cu -rate liquprs
8448 56th Street ·
CUT RATE LIQUORS

TEMPLE TERRACE

Next To Pantry Pride ·

·

5326 Busch Blvd.

Picfc up an extra carton Jodayl
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Bay's Only
PROFESSIONAL NEW YORK CAST ONLY
..••
..... Tampa
Theatre-in-the-r.;1uncl
..
* OFF BROADWAY *
....
..
DINNER THEATRE
.
...
OPEN NIGHTLY (except Mon,)
...
'
"
'
"
.
'
PLAYING
NOW
.
.
,;:,: Bartke's Famous
.·: Gourmet Buffet 6:45 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
·• Magic Stage
·• ·: Cocktails from 5:00 p.m.

Dance Department
Plans .Workshop
"Let there be dance," was
the chant of dancers on campus until last quarter when
their pleas were answered
with the creation of a new department at USF: the dance
department.
The d a n c e department,
chaired by Chifra Holt, offers
a major in modern dance and
ballet leading to a B.A. degree. There are beginning and
advanced courses in dance offered.
"The dance department is
in the admirable position of
having more students than it
1 1 can accommodate," said Miss
Holt. "Classes are filled to the
maximum and the amazing
response of students and facAFTER THE SLEEPING part of the Jose Feliciano ulty points to a very expanded
accomodations closed, abo:it spectacular.
and promising future. Dance
Between the stages were art
10,000 of the festival flockers
has obviously been of growing
flocked to the nearby Semi.- exhibits, goodie booths, and interest and need to both boys
nole Indian campground for a 30-cent soft drinks.
and girls on this campus,"
On the final day police
night with nature.
Miss Holt commented.
December 29 the crowds started checking car trunks at
BECAUSE OF great student
were larger, the big name the entrance, annoying people response, Miss Holt sparked
performers ·more frequent and carrying bags or coolers, and the idea for a dance club
began acting like typical pothe air a bit sweeter.
which resulted in the form aPolicemen made slightly licemen.
tion of the USF Dance Theamore arrests, but still not as
ARRESTS WERE still low. tre.
bad as drinking gamblers.
Most of the scheduled talent
During Quarter I the club
up (late) - those that sponsored s e v e r a 1 jazz
showed
MARVIN GAYE SOULED
didn't appear weren't missed . classes, movies, and a Dance
his way through old hits and
Workshop.
new hits a super perfor- (i.e. The McCoys).
of the top groups
top
The
This quarter, dal)ces that
Marvin
time
the
.
By
mance.
Heat
Canned
been
have
must
performed at the Workwere
finished, Richie Havens had
individual
Top
Fish.
The
and
tour the Tampa Bay
will
shop
already begun -to play the guii;no.s t area high schools. The perfor·although
performers,
tar and sing as only Richie
probably were mances will in~lude student
Havens can't - beautifully. · \vere great,
Joe Tex, Richie Havens, Jose choreography and a new work
Point of information: there Feliciano and Chuck Berry,
by Miss Holt which she and
were two stages at the festi- who are usually the best anyMoncrieff will per'.
Richard
val, widely separated. Acts place they perform.
form.
were performing on both at
"USF Dance Theatre will
about the same time.
an envoy for modern dance
be
Sponsor
To
Circle K
in this area," said Miss Holt.
THE MUSIC LOVER devot March Of ·Dimes
"Most students and adults
ed to hearing and seeing all
The Circle K club has been here have never seen Modern
the sounds had to walk miles
back and forth, still missing selected for the third straight Dance and it is the hope of
year to coordinate ~e annual the dance department to stimpart of each act.
March of Dimes ulate an enthusiasm and uncampus-wide
The strong and the fast
1
January.
during
drive
derstanding of this most ex- .
good
a
could usually -catch
George Seevers, president pressive · art form," she conpart of each act ,if they went
Circle K, will coordinate all tinued.
of
without hot food.
student organizations in the
PLANS ARE already underTHE REAL TOSSUP came campus effort. The organiza- way for another Workshop
Sunday and Monday night tions will be compeijpg for an production for the end of
the Grateful Dead opposed engraved trophy.
Quarter II. Many of the new
Hugh Masekela; Steppenwolf
The winner will receive the dances will be developed in
opposed Joni Mitchell; Iron trophy at the end of January class. The courses offered for
Butterfly and Canned Heat from Miss March of Dimes . Quarter II are Intermediate
oppose d Joni Mitchell; Iron
For further information, Modern Dance, Advanced
the Turtles performed during write Seevers at UC Box 390. Modern Dance, and Interme-

•

blues, and acid rock. ' December 28 -began innocently
enough, but before it closed,
Chuck Berry, Country Joe and
the Fish, Buffie Saint Marie,
Terry Reid, and a few lesser
knowns did their thing REALLY did their thing.
The ageless Chuck Berry
performed , typically l i k e
the best
Chuck Berry
around - the Big Daddy of
electric rock.
COUNTRY JOE AND THE
FISH performed typically like
Country Joe and the Fish their own unique vibrations in
a hard-to-be unique business.
The first nine hours of sounds
closed .with The Fish and the
festival was on its way up.
Throughout ihe first two
days, the previously antiliberal policemen hadn 't bothered anyone.
The air above the festival
grounds was sweet and only
five arrests were made - one
for pot.
HALLENDALE POLICE-__
l\fEN SAID they had more

trouble with rowdy adults
when the horses were running.
The anti-liberal community
of Hallandale was generally
cool - sometimes cold - to
the festival flock. Restaurants
served almost everyone, but
the service was Jess than lovingly administered.
Motels were crammed for
miles. Prices were high .
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Model 404 ELECTRIC EYE

Regular

59.95

N.OW

4995

(Quantity Limited )

YOUR CAMERA

"fREf"

Check!!d ·
•• Adjusted

Your color film deserves

PROCESSING BY
KODACOLOR

PRINTS
21 ~
ONLY

FROM KOPf.,COLOR ·FILM

TERRACE
CAMERA

SHOP

TEMPLE TERRACE
PLAZA
,TEMPLE TERRACE

SEETHE

''BETTER IDEA'' MEN

AT

BILL CURRIE FORD

Velvet Lounge

:
ON FOOD AND DRINKS
TO USF STUDENTS AND STAFF : ·
ALL NIGHTS EXCEPl' TUES. It SAT,:

AL LUCKEY RALPH ·SNOOK

i.:..:.;.~.:~·····························································~··················~
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OUTFIT

LOOKING for a NEW CAR?

·1:~1 ~:~~d;:L~;·: E lllJY.DISCOUNTt
Dancing Nightly Red

KODAK ,.
INSTAMATIC® 104

An Unsolicited Festival Featurette

"THE DRUNKARD"
•

diate Ball et.
Miss Holt said that a production is scheduled at the
end of Quarter ill which will
result from a newly \:lesigned
production class. Students will
assist with sets, costumes,
and other aspects of production·. Admission to the course
will be by audition.

. Unleash The Mighty Forces That Seize Men's Minds and Make
Them Respond To Your
Bidding Through . . .

II

TWO SALESMEN WHO SPECIALIZE
'
IN USF STUDENTS AND STAFF.

~

GET TOP DOLLAR FOR YOUR TRADES!
.

I

~

ASK f:OR THESE MEN BY NAME!

. "W] filf:fll?:It¼~\IB; ~ ~ m ~ t \ ~ E ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ w ~ ~

.....
CHUCK BERRY
.. . Good Oldie

Nayy Team

I

To Recruit

II

This Week
The Naval Officer Recruiting Team of Jacksonville will
be on campus through Friday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to
discuss the Navy officer programs. 1
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WELCOME BACK TO USF in
rive in style with a '69

t-Find Out More
About the Man
Who Predicted
ATLANTIS-- Would
Rise in Our Time .

JOIN IN OUR
EDGARCAYCE STUDY GROUPS

We Carry a Large Selection of Books & Pamphlets on.Metaphysical,
Eastern Occult Teachings, Parapsychology & Kahlil Gibran

!

REFLECTION -

I

3814 SOUTH DALE MABRY
BRITTON PLAZA
PHONE 839-7390

The "Go Navy" team will
interview, counsel and test eligible students, both men and
women, who are interested in
earning a commission in the
United States Navy. Available
programs include Officers
. Candidate School (OCS) at
Newport, R.I., for men and
women, and Aviation Officer
Candidate School (AOCS) at
Pensacola, for those men interested in becoming navc:l
aviators or naval flight officers. Also, for those with appropriate degrees, there are
specialists programs available
in engineering, medical, chaplain, legal and nursing fields.

'66 FAIRLANE
500 Station Wagon. 6 cyl., automatic transmission, radio, heater_

'67 FORD

$2491
______ _

, LTD 4-Door Hardtop. Loaded,
inc:h1ding stereo tQ.pe

$1492

DALE MABRY

Impala 2-Door Hardtop . Gold. v.a, automat ic, power s teering , power brakes , fac ..
tcry air , radio,_ heater, WSW,
wheel covers __ __ ____ ____ _

$787

'63 FORD
Galaxle 500 XL 2-Door Hardtop. Red,
automatic:, power steering, radio,
heater. WSW, wheel covers ___ _

v.a,

$769

FLORIDA AVENUE

